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Abstract. Model-based reasoning has been proposed as an alternative form of representing and
accessing logical knowledge bases. In this approach, a knowledge base is represented by a set
of characteristic models. In this paper, we consider computational issues when combining logical
knowledge bases, which are represented by their characteristic models; in particular, we study taking
their logical intersection. We present low-order polynomial time algorithms or prove intractability
for the major computation problems in the context of knowledge bases which are Horn theories. In
particular, we show that a model of the intersection

�
of Horn theories

���������������
	
, represented by

their characteristic models, can be found in linear time, and that some characteristic model of
�

can
be found in polynomial time. Moreover, we present an algorithm which enumerates the models of

�
with polynomial delay. The analogous problem for the characteristic models is proved to be intract-
able, even if the possible exponential size of the output is taken into account. Furthermore, we show
that approximate computation of the set of characteristic models is difficult as well. Nonetheless,
we show that deduction from

�
is possible for a large class of queries in polynomial time, while

abduction turns out to be intractable. We also consider an extension of Horn theories, and prove
negative results for the basic questions, indicating that an extension of the positive results beyond
Horn theories is not immediate.
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1 Introduction

Logical languages are widely used as a basis for representing knowledge in advanced knowledge based
systems (cf. [17]). The investigation of adequate languages, at the syntactical as well as the semantical
level, is an ongoing quest for improving on the capabilities of current systems. In this approach, knowledge
has been traditionally represented by means of logical formulas, which are stored in a knowledge base �� ;
intuitively, such a �� is meant to capture the knowledge about a certain domain and state of affairs, which
is often called the “world”. The knowledge may be accessed by posing queries to �� , which are typically
expressed by logical formulas � . The query � is then answered by deduction or some other inference method
from �� ; i.e., it is tested whether �� entails the query � ( ������ ). One of the main disadvantages of
this approach is that deciding whether ������ holds is intractable in already plain settings; e.g., in the
propositional context, it is a well-known co-NP-complete problem.

More recently, model-based reasoning has been proposed as an alternative form of representing and ac-
cessing a logical knowledge base, cf. [13, 24, 25, 26, 29, 30]. It can be seen as an approach towards
Levesque’s notion of “vivid” reasoning [31], which for asks for a more straight representations of a know-
ledge base, from which common-sense reasoning is easier and more suitable than from the traditional one.
In model-based reasoning, �� is represented by a subset � of its models, which are commonly called
characteristic models, rather than by a set of formulas. Reasoning from �� becomes then as easy as to
test, given a query � , whether � is true in all models of � . For suitable � , this can be decided efficiently.
Moreover, it has also been shown that abduction from a �� represented by its characteristic models is
polynomial [24, 25, 29], while this problem is intractable under formula representation [38, 15].

This time speed up comes at the price of space; indeed, the formula-based and the model-based approach
are orthogonal, in the sense that while a �� may have small representation in one formalism, it has an ex-
ponentially larger representation in the other. The intertranslatability of the two approaches, in particular for
Horn theories, has been addressed in [24, 25, 26, 27, 29]. A number of techniques for efficient model-based
representation of various fragments of propositional logic have been devised, cf. [25, 29, 30]. However,
little attention has been paid so far on the important issue of how in this representation different knowledge
bases ������������������� can be combined into a single �� .

Main problems studied. The semantical issue of combining knowledge bases, as well as closely related
issues, have been studied in the recent literature, see e.g. [2, 1, 18, 41, 23, 36, 39, 7, 33]. We do not intend to
discuss the same issue here; rather, we are interested in tools and algorithms for operations at the technical
level, which are needed for the implementation of a suitable semantics. In this context, a principal operation
is taking the logical intersection of knowledge bases ������������ ������ , i.e., the resulting knowledge base ��
should have the models which are common to all ��"! ’s. While this operation is easily accomplished under
formula-based representation (just take ��$#&%�' ! �� ! ), this task appears to be much more complicated
under model-based representation. In fact, it is a priori not clear, how from the characteristic models of the
individual ��(! ’s the characteristic models of �� can be efficiently constructed, and what computational
cost is intrinsic to this problem. For example, even an efficient algorithm for simply deciding the consistency
of �� is unclear.

In this paper, we address this issue and study the problems of computing characteristic as well as arbitrary
models of the logical intersection )*%+),�.-�/�/�/0-1)32 of propositional theories )4! . We focus on those )5! ’s
which are Horn theories; such theories are frequently encountered in the context of knowledge representa-
tion, and their study in model-based reasoning received the main attention in [13, 24, 25, 26, 27, 20], and
was further discussed in [29]. In particular, we consider the following main problems in the context of model
computation. Given the sets of characteristic models 6 � � . . . , 672 representing Horn theories ) � ,. . . , )52 ,
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8 compute some arbitrary model of the theory )9%+: 2!<;
� (problem MODEL);

8 compute some arbitrary characteristic model of ) (problem CMODEL);

8 compute all models of the theory ) (problem ALL-MODELS); and,

8 compute all characteristic models of ) (problem ALL-CMODELS).

Further problems on models, such as model checking [8, 32], i.e., the recognition of models in ) and
characteristic models, will be considered as well.

Notice that problem MODEL contains the consistency problem of ) as a subproblem; if we have an
efficient algorithm for MODEL, then we can use it for an efficient check whether ) is consistent, i.e., whether)>=%@? holds. Note that by the results of [14] (see also [21]), problem MODEL and the consistency check
can be solved in linear time under formula representation.

Obviously, problem MODEL is not harder than problem CMODEL, since any procedure for the latter can
be used for solving the former problem. However, it remains to see whether the computation of an arbitrary
model can be done more efficiently than a characteristic model.

Problem ALL-MODELS generalizes the first problem. Ideally, the generation of models is done one at a
time, so that we can stop any time when no further models are desired. Such a procedure is valuable in case-
based reasoning, for example, if one tries to find a “model” of the reality which fits a given description, or
provides a good approximation for it. More general, such an enumeration procedure can serve as a general
purpose method for restricting the search space from the set of all models A�BC� DFE � to models of a knowledge
base ) , if particular models of ) are computed.

Problem ALL-CMODELS requests the complete output of ) in terms of its characteristic models. In ALL-
MODELS, we might be satisfied if some models are initially produced fast and then the enumeration slows
down; this can be useful if we want to find some “good” model within limited time. On the other hand,
in ALL-CMODELS, quick generation of a few characteristic models is less important than a good overall
behavior.

From the results in [24], it easily follows that the output size of problem ALL-MODELS may be exponen-
tial in the input size (i.e., the number of characteristic models), even if GH%$D . Hence, a polynomial time
algorithm for this problem is impossible, and the notion of efficient computation has to be reconsidered. A
proposal in this vein is an algorithm which enumerates the models with polynomial delay [22], i.e., the next
model is always output in time polynomial in the input size, and the algorithm stops in polynomial time
after the last output. Any such algorithm runs in polynomial total time [22], i.e., polynomial in the combined
size of input and output; if no polynomial total time algorithm exists, then a problem may be considered as
intractable.

As discussed above, the model-based paradigm has been proposed to speed up on-line reasoning. It is
therefore important to know, how reasoning from the logical intersection of theories can be accomplished.
In the seminal paper [24], deduction and abduction from a Horn theory, represented by its characteristic
models, have been considered, and both were shown to be tractable. We thus consider these two modes of
reasoning on the intersection ) of Horn theories )I� , . . . , )52 represented by their characteristic models. The
main issues here are whether similar benign results as in [24, 25] can be obtained, and in particular how a
suitable reasoning procedure, given the characteristic models of )J������������)32 and the query, should proceed.

Main results. We have addressed all the problems from above, and found answers to all of them. Some
of the results, e.g., that deduction from an intersection can be done fast, and the hardness of computing all
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characteristic models, are rather unexpected. Briefly, the main results of this paper can be summarized as
follows.

8 Problems MODEL and CMODEL are both solvable in polynomial time. In fact, we show that the least
(i.e., unique minimal) model of ) is computable in time linear in the input size, and hence problem MODEL

is solvable in linear time. As shown in [14], the least model of a Horn theory given by a Horn formula can be
found in linear time; hence, we obtain that under both formula- and model-based representation, computing
some model of ) , and in particular the least model of ) , is possible in linear time. As a consequence, under
both representations also the consistency problem, i.e., deciding whether )K=%L? , can be solved in linear
time.8 Problem ALL-MODELS can be solved with polynomial delay; we have developed a respective enumera-
tion algorithm which produces one model at a time. Also this result parallels a polynomial time result under
formula-based representation. In fact, the models of a Horn theory (and thus of ) ) given by a Horn formula,
can be enumerated with polynomial delay; see e.g. [12] for such a procedure. The delay of algorithm is of
the same order as the best known in the formula case [12].8 We show that problem ALL-CMODELS has no polynomial time algorithm. We prove this by describing a
family of instances M � to ALL-CMODELS, NPOQD , for which the output of ALL-CMODELS has R � models,
while GS%TR and U 6V�FUW%XU 67YZU0%*RFN (Proposition 5.1). Thus, ALL-CMODELS may have exponential output,
and is clearly not polynomially solvable. This improves the result [20, Theorem 6], which states that, in our
terminology, ALL-CMODELS for G[%\R can not be solved in polynomial time unless ]^%T_`] .8 Problem ALL-CMODELS has no polynomial total time algorithm, unless P= NP. This is a somewhat
negative result, since it means that merging Horn knowledge bases under model-based representation is a
complex task in general. In fact, we establish this for Ga%bR , i.e., even the intersection of two Horn theories
is hard to compute. We derive this result from the following associated decision problem, which is proved
NP-complete: Given the characteristic models of ) � ������� ��)32 and a subset � of the characteristic models of)9% : 2!c;
� )d! , decide whether some characteristic model exists in )�e4� .8 Since computing the set of characteristic models fhgjik)4l is hard, we also consider the issue of efficient
approximations. However, we show that also the natural notion of sound and complete approximation off g ik)4l is hard to compute. More precisely, we prove that any approximation mKnTA�BC� DFE � of f g ik)4l , which
contains at least a polynomial fraction of fhgFik)Hl and is only polynomially larger than fogjik)4l , is hard to
compute. This is a rather strong result, since it shows that even if we want only to compute a significantly
large part of f"gFik)4l , and allow (not to much) junk in the output, we face an intractable problem. To our
knowledge, such a type of result is novel in the area of model-based reasoning, and our proof technique may
be applied to obtain similar results for a wide range if similar problems.

Furthermore, we prove similar results for computing the maximal models of ) , which constitute a non-
polynomial fraction of f g ik)Hl . This shows that both some natural quantitative (in terms of numbers of
models) and qualitative (semantically described) approximations of fpgjik)4l are hard to compute, and rein-
forces the view that computing fJgjik)4l is really difficult.8 Despite the fact that the number of characteristic models of the intersection ) of Horn theories )h� ������� ��)32
may be exponential, we show that it is possible to answer deductive queries � to ) in polynomial time. In
particular, for any query � given by a CNF formula, deciding whether )\U %T� is possible in qpisrtNvuwU 6x!�Uyl
time, where r is the number of clauses in � , N is the number of atoms, and U 6V!�U the number of models in6 ! ; if � is a single clause or a positive formula, then deciding )\U %T� is possible in linear time. These results
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are promising, since they show that under taking intersections of Horn theories, the fundamental property
of model-based reasoning is preserved that any CNF query posed to a Horn theory can be answered in
polynomial time [24, 25], while this is intractable under formula-representation.8 On the other hand, abduction from the intersection ) of Horn theories )J���������z��)32 is intractable, even
if G is fixed to 2. We prove that deciding whether a query letter { has an explanation from ) and a set of
assumptions | is NP-complete.

This result tells us that not all benign properties of characteristic models are preserved when we consider
intersections of theories. In fact, this indicates that the tractability result for abduction from a single Horn
theory )`� is not very robust, and that advantage of particular properties is taken in that case, which is no
longer possible if two theories ),� , )5Y are combined (see Section 6.2 for further discussion).

Usage and significance of the results. Our results give a rather complete picture of the computational
properties of using the model-based reasoning approach when different Horn knowledge bases ��}���~����� ����� are combined by taking their logical intersection. Since this is undoubtedly a principal operation,
our algorithms and results are significant for any reasoning system which adopts the model-based approach
and incorporates this operation, embedded into a sophisticated combination semantics. Our algorithms are
described at a detailed level, and can be easily implemented. Moreover, several algorithms run in linear
time (and thus of optimal order), and others are of low-polynomial degree; improvements to linear time (if
feasible) seem to require much more effort and sophisticated methods.

Furthermore, the algorithms, together with the complexity results, give us more insight into the potential
trade-off between off-line compilation and on-line reasoning. For example, by our results, for ad-hoc on-
line deductive reasoning from an intersection ) , using a direct inference method from ) � ������� ��)32 is more
advisable than computing first the characteristic models of ) , and then applying a polynomial algorithm on
them (e.g., the one of [25]). Even in case of repetitive queries, a direct method may be more beneficial if )
has many characteristic models (of course, on the other hand, if ) is small while the sets of characteristic
models of )�������������)32 are huge, we may be better off with fJgjik)4l ).

Another aspect is dynamic combination of knowledge bases. For example, suppose there is pool of know-
ledge bases ��J���������������� ; for answering a query, at run-time a subcollection of ��"!s���W���!<� ,. . . , ��(!��
of relevant knowledge bases is selected which have to be combined. The different relevant subcollections
might vary, and if there are many, we would have to store a number of characteristic set. In the worst case,
their number may exponential in N . Even for a small pool size N and under the assumption that only a few
knowledge bases are relevant for a query, we might need quite some storage. For example, if N1%QD�B and at
most three ��(! ’s are relevant to a query, then we need to store � ���Y~��� � ���� � %��Z� � D RjB�%+D �0� characteristic
sets; if the number of relevant ����!�� is increased to four, we need 275 characteristic sets. Thus, in such a
scenario, a direct reasoning strategy which employs our deduction algorithms is preferable.

This becomes even more evident, if we take updates and changes to the knowledge bases into account; an
update to a single knowledge base ��I! requires to recompile the characteristic subsets of the subcollection
to which ���! belongs; in the above example, their number is �k� ��� � ���Y�� %\� ��� ��%*�Z� (respectively, 129)
for subcollections of size at most three (respectively, at most four). Of course, a mixed strategy is viable in
which for some subcollections the (small) characteristic sets are prestored and on others direct methods are
applied.

For abductive queries, we have a picture similar to deduction yet different. Here, any current method
for answering abductive queries requires exponential time; however, while computing the characteristic
models requires exponential space in general, abductive queries can be solved in polynomial space. Observe
also that an obliterative reasoning approach, in which characteristic models are enumerated and deleted for
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avoiding space problems, is not profitable, since it is intractable to tell when the last characteristic model
has been found.

Extension of this work. Characteristic models have been generalized to Non-Horn theories in [29], by
making use of monotone theory [6], a characterization of Boolean functions introduced in computational
learning. The approach in [29] is promising, since many advantages of Horn theories carry over to Non-
Horn theories. In this direction, we further investigate extended Horn theories, which contains both Horn
and reverse Horn theories, i.e., theories which become Horn by negating all elementary propositions.

It appears that for extended Horn theories, both finding some model and finding some characteristic model
are intractable. As a consequence, polynomial total time algorithms for finding all models and all charac-
teristic models, respectively, are unlikely to exist. Moreover, this means that both deduction and abduction
of atomic queries from an intersection of theories, given by their characteristic models, is intractable in this
case. These results indicate that from the computational side, a generalization of the characteristic mod-
els approach for intersections of theories is not immediately feasible, in the sense that both the off-line
compilation and the on-line reasoning by direct methods are expensive in general.

Structure of the paper. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we
recall some basic concepts and introduce notation. In Section 3, we consider problem MODEL and model
checking, i.e., recognition of a model from an intersection. We then address in Section 4 the problem
CMODEL, as well as characteristic model checking. After that, we study in Section 5 the problems ALL-
MODELS and ALL-CMODELS, where we show that the output of ALL-CMODELS can be exponential in the
input. In Section 6, we consider deduction and abduction from the intersection of Horn theories. Section 7
is devoted to address a possible generalization of our results to extended Horn theories. The final Section 8
discusses further aspects and concludes the paper.

In order not to distract from the flow of reading, longer proofs and technical details of proofs have been
moved to Appendix A.

2 Preliminaries

We assume a standard propositional language with atoms �������~Yj������������� , where each �~! takes either value D
(true) or B (false). Negated atoms are denoted by � ! . A literal � is an atom or its negation.

A model � is a vector in A�BC� DFE � , whose � -th component is denoted by �Z! . For models ����� , we denote by�¡ T� the usual componentwise ordering, i.e., �¢!£ T�5! for all ��%¤Dj��R¥�������F��N , where B¦ +D ; �¨§�� means�©=%*� and �t �� . As usual, �}OT� is the reverse ordering. For any set ªn«AZDj�������F��N.E , we denote by �.¬
the model � such that �W!�%QD , if ��¨ and �j!�%TB , if �(®¨ , for all �¯%QDj����������N .

A theory is any set )°nªA�BC� DFE � of models; its cardinality is denoted by Uy)IU . By ±�²´³µik)Hl and ±�¶F·�ik)4l
we denote the sets of minimal and maximal models in ) under § , respectively, where �1x) is a maximal
(resp., minimal) model in ) , if there is no �b�) such that �¹¸9� (resp., �b§9� ).

A propositional clause f¹%��0�aº�/�/�/0º¦��» is Horn, if at most one literal � ! is positive, and a CNF is Horn,
if it contains only Horn clauses. A theory ) is Horn, if there exists a Horn CNF representing it. We shall
denote by ¼) the set of clauses from a Horn CNF representing ) .1

Horn theories ) have a well-known model-theoretic characterization (see e.g. [34], and [13] for a proof
in the propositional case). Denote by ��½x� componentwise AND of vectors �����¾¿A�BC� DFE � , and by

1Observe that ÀÁ is not uniquely defined; we use this as a conversion of a set of models into an equivalent formula, which is
needed in some contexts.
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Figure 1: Space of all models for N1%�� and theories )I� , )3Y

f,GsÃ�ik��l the closure of �ªn$A�BC� DFE � under ½ . Then, ) is Horn, if and only if )>%Kf,G�Ã[ik)4l . Note that
as a consequence, any Horn theory )¿=%L? has the least (i.e., unique minimal) model �7% ½JÄSÅ0Æ � , i.e.,±�²c³�ik)Hl�%XA �ÇE . Here, we use the notation ½�Ä
ÅjÈ5� , where ��n¹A�BC� DFE , for the componentwise AND of all
vectors in � ; in particular, for empty � , by definition ½JÄ
ÅjÈ �\%+i�D0Dj�<�<�cD�l .

E.g., consider )��4%ÉA¢i�BÊD�BÊD�l���i�D�B0BÊD�l���i�D�B0BWBZl�E and )5Y(%XA¢i�BÊD�BÊD�l��[i�D�B0BÊD�l��~i�D�B0B0BZl��[i�B0B0BÊD�l��~i�B0B0B0BZl�E (see
Figure 1). Then, for �¦%¤i�BÊD�BÊD�l and �b%¤i�D�B0B0BZl , we have �����+©)I� , while �5½^�b%Éi�B0B0B0BZlh®©)`� ; hence)`� is not Horn. On the other hand, fIG�Ã�ik)3Y l�%\)5Y , thus )5Y is Horn. It can be represented by the Horn CNF� �£Ë i � � º � Y l Ë i � Y ºv��Ì l ; hence, ¼)9%bA � � , � � º � Y , � Y ºv��ÌzE .

For any Horn theory ) , a model �v�) is called characteristic [24] (or extreme [13]), if ��=�f,G�Ã�ik)peSA �ÇEFl .
The set of all characteristic models of ) , which we call the characteristic set of ) , is denoted by fvgjik)4l .
Note that every Horn theory ) has a unique characteristic set f g ik)4l and that ±�¶F·[ik)Hl}nLf g ik)Hl . E.g.,i�BÊD�BÊD�lIxfIgjik)3Y�l , while i�B0B0B0BZl¦®7f"gjik)3Y l ; it holds that f�gjik)3Y�l5%X)`� . We remark that the characteristic
set of Horn theories without negative clauses has been studied in the context of relational databases, where
it is known as the generating set [3]; see [28] for a discussion.

Throughout this paper, we suppose that sets of vectors ��nÉA�BC� DFE � are represented in the standard way,
i.e., each model �¦©A�BC� DFE � is stored as a sequence � � � Y /�/�/�� � of 0’s and 1’s. However, our algorithms can
be adapted for other forms of storage, e.g. a model tree given by a binary decision tree, as well.

3 Finding and Recognizing a Model

In this section, we consider the problem of finding some model of the logical intersection of Horn theories
which are represented by their characteristic models. More formally, this problem is specified as follows:

Problem MODEL

Input: Sets of characteristic models 6Í!an*A�BC� DFE � , representing Horn theories )4! , �¯%QDj��R¥�������z��G .
Output: Model � in )9% : 2!c;
� )d! if )Q=%*? ; otherwise, “No”.

The main result of this section is that such a model, and in fact the least model of ) , is computable in
linear time. Moreover, we obtain that model checking for ) , i.e., recognizing the members of ) , is also
possible in linear time.

We start with the following lemma, which is useful for our purposes:

Lemma 3.1 Let ) ! nÎA�BC� DFE � , �`%ÏDj��R¥�������F��G , be Horn theories, and let )+%�: 2!<;
� ) ! . Then any ���)
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satisfies

�+O 2Ð
!c;
� i ÑÄSÅ0Ò�Ó�Ô�ÆÊÕsÖ �,l�� (3.1)

Proof. First note that �b% ½JÄ
Åj× � �Ø% ½oÄSÅ0× � �Ø%Ù�����I% ½JÄSÅ0× � � holds for some ÚI!¡nwfIgjik)d!kl ,�(%ÛDj��R¥�������F��G , by the definitions of � and fJgjik) ! l . Then we have �7O ½�Ä
ÅjÒ Ó Ô<ÆÊÕÜÖ � for all � , and hence
(3.1). Ý

Based on the lemma, we can find a model of ) as follows. Clearly, ) has no model, if some )(! is empty;
if not, then consider the least models � Ô � Ö ����������� Ô 2 Ö of )����������z��)32 , respectively. If they all coincide, then��%°� Ô � Ö is a model of ) , which is output. Otherwise, exploiting Lemma 3.1, we look at the least upper
bound of � Ô � Ö ������� ��� Ô 2 Ö as a new candidate Þ for a model; in fact, any ��b) must satisfy Þ\ Î� . Since� must be generated from characteristic models in each )`! , we can discard all characteristic models which
for sure do not contribute in that. Since the resulting theories are Horn, we can iterate and build a chainfQ#WÞ Ô � Ö §�Þ Ô Y Ö §\/�/�/Ç§�Þ Ô » Ö such that either Þ Ô » Ö is found to be a model of ) , or )9%*? is detected.

The formal description of this algorithm is as follows.

Algorithm MODEL

Input: Characteristic sets 6 ! %«fIgjik) ! l , representing Horn theories ) ! n*A�BC� DFE � , �.%+Dj����������G .
Output: A model �v1)9%b: 2!c;
� )d! , if )¹=%*? ; otherwise, “No”.

Step 0. for each �.%QDj��R¥�������F��G do ÚI!
#&%*6P! ;
Step 1. if Ú ! %*? for some � then output “No” and halt;

Step 2. if ½�ÄSÅ0× � �\% ½JÄ
Åj× � �\%b�����C% ½oÄSÅ0× � �
then output �h%«½JÄ
Åj× � � and halt;

Step 3. Þ�#&%«ß 2!c;
� i ½oÄSÅ0×[Õ �(l ;
for each �.%QDj�������z��G do Ú,!a#&%bA �b�Ú(!ÇU��¹OÍÞSE ;
goto Step 1. Ý

Example 3.1 Let 6V�v%¿f"gFik)���l¦%àA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l , i�D�BÊD�BZl�E and 6^Y¨%¿fIgjik)3Y l�%�A¢i�D0D0D�BZl , i�BÊD0D0D�l ,i�B0BÊD0D�l�E . The corresponding Horn theories are, under formula-based representation, ¼)��£%¹A ���Zº ��Yz� �S�0º � Ì ,��Y£º � Ì , � � E and ¼)3Y4%bA �
�
º � Ì , �S�aºv��Y , � � E .
In Step 2, we have ½oÄSÅ0× � %wi�B0BÊD�BZl and ½JÄSÅ0× � %ái�B0BÊD�BZl ; hence, �^%wi�B0BÊD�BZl is output. Note that)V%+A¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD�BZl���i�B0BÊD0D�l�E (using formulas, ¼)�%+A �S� , �~Y£º � Ì , � � E ); thus, the output of �¦%Xi�B0BÊD�BZl is

correct. Ý
An analysis of the run time of the above algorithm gives us the following result.

Theorem 3.1 Problem MODEL can be solved using algorithm MODEL in q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time.
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As an immediate corollary to this result, the consistency of the intersection ) of Horn theories )h���������z��)32
is decidable in qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time. We do not state this result at this point, since as will show below, the
problem can be solved faster.

Recall that since Horn theories are closed under intersection, any Horn theory ) has the least model½JÄ
ÅjÆ�� . In fact, from the working of algorithm MODEL, it is not hard to see that it actually finds this
particular model of ) .

Example 3.2 Let us reconsider Example 3.1. There, MODEL outputs the vector i�B0BÊD�BZl , which is the least
model of )9%bA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD�BZl���i�B0BÊD0D�l�E . Ý
Corollary 3.1 Given the characteristic sets fhgFik)3!�l of Horn theories )5!
n\A�BC� DFE � , �¯%QDj����������G , algorithm
MODEL finds the least model � of )b%ª: 2!<;
� ) ! in q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time if )ª=%É? , and outputs “No” if)9%*? .

Using sophisticated data structures, it is possible to adapt algorithm MODEL such that it runs in timeq�isN�u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl , i.e., in time linear in the input size. Basically, the method is to use lists for cross-references
and counters to avoid that the same bit of the input is examined more than a few (constant many) times. We
describe this more in detail; the use of similar data structures may be beneficial for speeding up other
reasoning algorithms.

The operations we need to perform are

(a) to compute ½JÄSÅ0×[Õj� (i.e., to compute the set of components â such that �(»,%QD holds for all �¹�ÚI! ),
and Þ1#&% ß 2!c;
� ik½JÄ
Åj×[Õj�,l and

(b) to update ÚI! by removing some models from Ú"! .
Recall that the vector Þ monotonically increases in the execution of MODEL, and observe that the sets Úp!

monotonically decrease.
For operation (a), we use counters ã�Ú !säy� , ã�Ú !sä Y ������� ��ã�Ú !sä � so that ã�Ú !sä » tells how many models inÚ(! have value D in component â ; i.e., ãpÚ !sä »1%áUåA �¿bÚ,!ÊU��4»©%KDFE¥U . In order to find out the counters

with a certain value quickly, we prepare buckets  !�æ BFçk�� !�æ DèçW�������� !�æ r}ç , where r�%XUyÚ ! U , for each � so that
component â (i.e., the counter ã�Ú !sä » via a reference) is in bucket I! æ ã�Ú !sä »�ç . Moreover, we use a counterã�Ú,! that tells the number UyÚ"!�U of vectors in Ú,! .

For operation (b), we keep lists é !sä » of references to all the models �ÏTÚ ! such that �H»¡%ÎB , and we
establish a pointer from each component â with �,»"%«B to � in list é !sä » . Figure 2 shows the data structure
for Úo��%bA¢i�BÊD�BÊD�l���i�BÊD0D�BZl�E .

2
(0101)

(0110)

ê.��ë �ê ��ë Âê.��ë ìê.��ë í
0
1
2

î¡ï �
ð � 0

2
1
1

ñ�ò ��ë �ñ�ò ��ë Âñ�ò ��ë ìñ�ò ��ë í

Figure 2: Data structure for set Ú���%bA¢i�BÊD�BÊD�l���i�BÊD0D�BZl�E used in MODEL+.
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We furthermore prepare a bucket  so that ��¨ if "! æ ã�Ú(!Üç£=%*? .
The algorithm, described in detail below, first scans the input and builds the data structures. After that, it

proceeds in a manner similar to MODEL, and processes the sets of models.

Algorithm MODEL+
Input: Characteristic Sets 6 ! %*fIgjik) ! l�n*A�BC� DFE � of Horn theories ) ! , �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G .
Output: A model �v1)©ik% : 2!c;
� )d!�l if )Q=%*? ; otherwise, “No”.

Step 0. for each �.%QDj��R¥�������F��G do ÚI!
#&%*6P! ;Þ�#&%+i�BC��BC�������F��BZl3�A�BC� DFE � .
scan the input to set up the initial counters and buckets described above.

Step 1. if ã�Ú ! %TB holds for some � then output “No” and halt;

Step 2. if X%T? then output �v#&%�Þ and halt
else begin select an arbitrary �£1 ;

for each â in �! æ ã�Ú,!´ç do begin
(* all models in ó Õ have “1” at component ô *)Þ�»�#&%QD ;

for each õ}%QDj��R¥�������F��G do begin
(* update the buckets and lists related to ó�ö *)

remove â from ,÷ æ ã�Ú,÷ ä »�ç ;
while there is a model � in éd÷ ä » do begin

(* eliminate a ø1ù(ó�ö with øSú¯ûtü *)ã�Ú,÷o#&%«ã�Ú,÷(ý�D ;
for each þo%QDj��R¥�������F��N do

if �£ÿ�%TB then remove � from éd÷ ä ÿ ;
elsif þ is in ,÷ æ ã�Ú,÷ ä ÿ ç then begin

(* ø��.û�� , and update �dó�ö�� � and �.ö	��
 � *)ã�Ú,÷ ä ÿ #&%\ã�Ú,÷ ä ÿ ý�D ;
move þ from ,÷ æ ã�Ú,÷ ä ÿ � Dèç to (÷ æ ã�ÚI÷ ä ÿ ç

end A elsif E
end A while E

end A for E
end A for E ;@#&%*? ;

for each õ¦%QDj��R¥�������F��G do (* update a bucket � *)

if (÷ æ ãpÚ,÷Fç£=%*? then @#&%T�1Azõ[E ;
goto Step 1;

end A if E . Ý
Initially, the algorithm sets Þ to the smallest possible model. If all Úh! are nonempty, but  is empty, i.e., in

each )3! , at no component â have all the models value 1, then (0,. . . ,0) is a model of each )(! , which is output.
Otherwise, if some �5� exists then all models in Ú�! (and thus in )3! ) have value 1 at some component â .
If ) is nonempty, then every model in ) must have value 1 at this component. Thus, in the candidate model
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Þ the component Þµ» is set to 1, and all sets Ú ÿ and the data structures are updated accordingly by removing
models. If some ÚI! becomes empty, then )T%Q? is detected; otherwise, the process is continued. To speed
up, all selectable components â for Ú"! are processed at once.

We omit an example for this algorithm, as it should be clear how it proceeds. The next result establishes
that MODEL+ has the desired property.

Theorem 3.2 Algorithm MODEL+ solves problem MODEL in q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time, i.e., in linear time.

Similarly to algorithm MODEL, we notice the following corollary.

Corollary 3.2 Given the characteristic sets fhgzik)3!kl of Horn theories )5!�nXA�BC� DFE � , �d%ÎDj��R¥�������F��G , decid-
ing consistency and computing the least model of )É%Û: 2!<;
� ) ! is possible using algorithm MODEL+ inq�isN�u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl time, i.e., in linear time.

Yet another corollary is that the problem of model checking for ) , i.e., recognizing a model from ) , can
be done efficiently.

Corollary 3.3 Given the characteristic sets f g ik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!£n¹A�BC� DFE � , �3%ÉD.�����z��G , and some�v�A�BC� DFE � , deciding whether �¦�)9%b: 2!c;
� )d! is possible using algorithm MODEL+ in q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl
time, i.e., in linear time.

Proof. Indeed, �T+) holds if and only if : 2�� �!<;
� ) ! =%à? , where )52�� � %�A ��E . Since f"gFik)52�� � l¦%�A �ÇE ,
we can use algorithm MODEL+ to solve the problem in q�isNpu 2�� �!c;
� U 6P!�UylI%Ùq�isN£iku 2!c;
� U 6P!�U � D�l�l�%q�isN u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl time (Corollary 3.2). Ý
4 Finding and Recognizing a Characteristic Model

In this section, we consider the problem of finding some characteristic model of the logical intersection )
of Horn theories, as well as the problem of recognizing such a model.

The former problem is a first step towards an algorithm for computing all characteristic models; if this
problem is hard, then computing all characteristic models is hard as well. The latter problem is relevant to
the question of an computational upper bound to the generation of additional characteristic models; if the
recognition problem is easy, a sophisticated enumeration procedure may take advantage of this fact and rule
out possible candidates for another characteristic model in low-order polynomial time. The main findings
are that both computing and recognizing a characteristic model is possible in polynomial time.

4.1 Finding some characteristic model

We first consider computation of some characteristic model, which is the following problem:

Problem CMODEL

Input: Sets of characteristic models 6Í!an*A�BC� DFE � , representing Horn theories )4! , �¯%QDj��R¥�������z��G .
Output: A characteristic model � in )�% : 2!c;
� )d! if )¹=%*? ; otherwise, “No”.

For solving this problem, we have to take an approach which is different to finding some arbitrary model.
Basically, our method proceeds as follows.

We construct the least model Þ of )X%�: ! )3! as a candidate in f�gjik)4l ; this is possible using algorithm
MODEL or its improved version. Then, two cases arise:
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is� lÉÞ11f"gFik)Hl ; in this case, we can output Þ and stop.

is��� l@ÞT®Pf g ik)Hl ; here, Þ is replaced by a new larger candidate model Þ � ¸*Þ , Þ � x) , and the process is
continued.

Since any chain of models f¤#ÊÞ�%bÞ Ô � Ö §*Þ Ô Y Ö §+������§*Þ Ô » Ö is bounded, the algorithm eventually finds
some characteristic model (as any maximal model is characteristic) and halts. The problem is recognizing
which case applies, and to select in is�k� l a proper Þ � . As we shall prove below, we can exploit the following
lemma. Let ÚI![%bA �v¸9Þ©UF�p¨6x!�E and �
! ÿ %bA �¹�Ú(!�UF� ÿ %+DFE .

Lemma 4.1 Þ¨�f�gFik)Hl holds, if the following condition holds:
� þ�#WÞ ÿ %�B %�� : 2!<;
� fIGÜÃ�i��
! ÿ l�%*? (4.2)

(Note that the converse does not hold in general.) On the other hand, if for some þ , (4.2) is violated, then
any model �17fIG Ã i�� ! ÿzl is a model of ) with �1¸«Þ ; since some characteristic model � such that �@O«�
must exist, we can safely select Þ � %\� and replace each 67! by the set A �+OVÞ � Uj�+��S! ÿ E . The following
example illustrates this algorithm.

Example 4.1 Let again 6���% f g ik)`�èl�% A¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l , i�D�BÊD�BZl�E and 6^Y^% f g ik)3Y�l�% A¢i�D0D0D�BZl ,i�BÊD0D0D�l , i�B0BÊD0D�l�E .
The least model of )�%¹)(�a-¡)5Y is Þ1%\Þ Ô � Ö %Éi�B0BÊD�BZl . Thus, we have Ú Ô � Ö� %\6�� and Ú Ô � ÖY %\67Y . Forþ¦%¹R , we have � Ô � Ö��Y %ÉA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl�E and � Ô � ÖY�Y %ÉA¢i�D0D0D�BZl , i�BÊD0D0D�l�E ; hence, i�BÊD0D�BZl�xf,GsÃSi�� Ô � Ö��Y lS-¨fIGÜÃ�i�� Ô � ÖY�Y l

violates (4.2). Thus, we set Þ Ô Y Ö %Îi�BÊD0D�BZl and continue; we set 6 Ô Y Ö� #&%ÉA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl�E and 6 Ô Y ÖY #&%@A¢i�D0D0D�BZl ,i�BÊD0D0D�l�E . Then, we obtain Ú Ô Y Ö� %\? and Ú Ô Y ÖY %bA¢i�D0D0D�BZl , i�BÊD0D0D�l�E . Consequently, for each þ , � Ô Y Ö� ÿ is empty,
which means that condition (4.2) is true; hence, �o%�Þ Ô Y Ö is output.

Note that f"gFik)4l�%¹A¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l�E ; thus, the output of �h%+i�BÊD0D�BZl is correct. Ý
An implementation of this method is straightforward, but rather time consuming. We can save on time

by exploiting the following observation: If some þ with Þ ÿ %\B satisfies (4.2), then we never have to check
if (4.2) holds for this þ later again. Indeed, this means that there exists no ���5�) such that �`�3OÉÞ and� �ÿ %QD .

Formally, our algorithm can be written as follows.

Algorithm CMODEL

Input: Characteristic sets 6^![%«fIgjik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!an*A�BC� DFE � , �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G .
Output: A model �v1f g ik)Hl , where )9% : 2!c;
� )d! , if )¹=%\? ; otherwise, “No”.

Step 1. find the least model Þ in ) ;
if no such Þ exists then output “No”
else for each �.%+Dj��R¥�������z��G doÚ ! #&%bA �Q¡6 ! U��¹O9ÞSE ;

Step 2. for each þJ%QDj��R¥�������F��N do
if Þ¥ÿ�%TB then begin
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for each �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G do�
! ÿ #&%bA �¹�Ú,!¯UF� ÿ %QDFE ;
if : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ[i��S! ÿ l`=%*? then begin

find a model �`� in : 2!c;
� f,G Ã i�� ! ÿFl ;Þ1#&%�� � ;
for each �.%QDj��R¥�������F��G doÚ,!
#&%QA �b��
! ÿ U��¹O9Þ�E ;

end;
end;

Step 3. output the model �¦#&%TÞ . Ý
Observe that, in this algorithm, the sets � ! ÿ are characteristic sets of Horn theories f,G Ã i�� ! ÿzl . Thus, testing

the condition “ : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ�i��
! ÿ lJ=%+? ” and finding a model of : 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ�i��
! ÿ l in Step 3 resorts to an instance
of the problem MODEL which we have considered in the previous section, and can be solved in polynomial
time.

An analysis of the running time of algorithm CMODEL yields then the following result.

Theorem 4.1 Problem CMODEL can be solved using algorithm CMODEL in q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time.

Similar as in the case of algorithm MODEL, also algorithm CMODEL outputs some particular model of) . In fact, from the description of this algorithm, we can easily see that it outputs a maximal model of ) ;
recall that ±�¶F·Sik)4l�n@f g ik)Hl holds, while in general not every characteristic model is maximal. We thus
obtain the following side result.

Corollary 4.1 Given the characteristic sets f g ik)d!�l of Horn theories )5! , �I%ÛDj����������G , CMODEL finds a
maximal model � in )9%b: 2!c;
� )d! in q�isN Y u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl time if )¹=%\? , and outputs “No” if )9%\? . Ý

Corollaries 3.2 and 4.1 show that the least (i.e., unique smallest) model and some maximal model in )
can be computed in polynomial time. We come back to the latter result when we will consider abductive
reasoning from an intersection.

We remark at this point that finding a maximum model in ) , i.e., a model which has the largest number
of components set to 1, is intractable unless P % NP; this was shown in [20]. For the interested reader,
we describe an independently found and different proof in Appendix B. Observe that this problem is also
intractable for a theory represented by a Horn formula, while it is trivially solvable in qpisN}u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time,
i.e., in linear time from its characteristic set.

4.2 Recognizing a characteristic model

The fact that we can compute some characteristic model of the intersection ) fast does not automatically
mean that we can recognize any characteristic model fast; nonetheless, this task can be solved in polynomial
time.

The key for obtaining this result is the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.2 Let ) be a Horn theory and � be a model in ) . Then �1=1fhgjik)4l holds if and only if

�¨=%Xi�D0D./�/�/FD�l and � % ÑÄSÅ	����� Ô�Æ���Ö �"� where ) ��%bA �¹�)�U��¹¸9�ÇE .

Proof. The if-part is obvious. For the only-if-part, let �à=�f g ik)4l . Then �>% ½JÄSÅ0Æ!� � . Clearly,½JÄSÅ	����� Ô<Æ � Ö �àO ½oÄSÅ0Æ �[�7ik%L�Cl as ±p²c³�ik)"�Fl¦nL)"� . If ½JÄ
Å#������Ô�Æ � Ö �K¸ ½JÄ
ÅjÆ ��� , then a componentþ exists such that Þ ÿ %\B for some Þ��) � and � ÿ %+D for all �¹1±�²´³�ik)"�jl . However, this contradicts that
some �¹¨±�²c³[ik) �Fl exists with �¹ 9Þ . Ý

Exploiting this Lemma, we construct the following algorithm for characteristic model checking.

Algorithm CHECK-CMODEL

Input: Characteristic sets 6Í!�%«fIgjik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!
n\A�BC� DFE � , �.%QDj����������G , and a model �v�)9%: 2!c;
� )d! .
Output: “Yes”, if �¦�f�gjik)4l , otherwise, “No”.

Step 0. if �o%+i�D0D.�����jD�l then output “Yes” and halt
else �^#&%*? .

Step 1. for each þ with � ÿ %TB do begin
for each �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G doÚ Ô ÿ Ö! #&%bA �¹¨6P!�U��¹O9����� ÿ %QDFE ;
if : 2!c;
� f,GÜÃSikÚ Ô ÿ Ö! l`=%\? then begin� Ô ÿ Ö := the least model in : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ�ikÚ Ô ÿ Ö! l ;�^#&%«�$1A � Ô ÿ Ö E ;
end;

end;

Step 2. if �o%«½JÄ&% �('kÅjÈ5� Ô ÿ Ö then output “No”
else output “Yes”. Ý

Example 4.2 Let as above 6 � %ÏfIgjik) � l�%LA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l , i�D�BÊD�BZl�E and 6 Y %�f"gzik) Y lJ%ÛA¢i�D0D0D�BZl ,i�BÊD0D0D�l , i�B0BÊD0D�l�E , and suppose ��%+i�BÊD0D�BZl .
Then, in Step 0 of CHECK-CMODEL, �¿#&% ? ; in Step 1, þ takes values D and � . For þ«% D , we

obtain Ú Ô � Ö� #&%Û? and Ú Ô � ÖY #&%àA¢i�D0D0D�BZl�E , hence f,GsÃ�ikÚ Ô � Ö� l�-PfIGÜÃ�ikÚ Ô � ÖY lp%L? , and � is unchanged. Forþ¨%+� , we have Ú Ô Ì Ö� %@? again and Ú Ô Ì ÖY %°A¢i�BÊD0D0D�l�E ; hence �V%@? is not changed. In Step 2, the check�^% ½JÄ % �(' ÅjÈ � Ô ÿ Ö yields false (recall that for empty � , ½JÄ
ÅjÈ �L%�i�D0Dj�<�<�cD�l ); hence the output is “Yes”.
Note that �o%+i�BÊD0D�BZl is indeed a characteristic model of ) . Ý

Similar as in algorithm CMODEL, the sets Ú Ô ÿ Ö! are the characteristic sets of Horn theories fIG Ã ikÚ Ô ÿ Ö! l ,
and thus testing the condition “ : 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ�i��
! ÿ l�=%\? ” and finding the least model of : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ�i��
! ÿ l in Step 3
can be done in polynomial time.

An analysis of the running time of algorithm CHECK-CMODEL yields then the following result.
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Theorem 4.2 Given the characteristic sets fogjik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!vnáA�BC� DFE � , �t% D.����� ��G , and a
model �@L)w% : 2!<;
� )d! , checking if �ÎÏf g ik)Hl is possible using algorithm CHECK-CMODEL inq�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time.

We conclude this section by remarking that CHECK-CMODEL and CMODEL can be suitably combined
into another algorithm for computing a (not necessarily maximal) characteristic model in polynomial time.

5 Computing all Characteristic Models and all Models

We now turn to the issue of generating all models and all characteristic models of a theory ) , where ) is the
intersection of Horn theories ) � ������� ��)52 . Let us first consider computing all characteristic models.

5.1 Computing the characteristic set of an intersection

It is known (and easy to show) that for a Horn theory ) , the number Uy)IU of its models may be exponential inUyfIgjik)4l�U . Thus the output size of problem ALL-MODELS may be exponential in the input size. For problem
ALL-CMODELS, we derive an analogous result.

Proposition 5.1 For every NÍOXD , there exist Horn theories )"� and )5Y such that Uyf"gjik)`��l�UÇ%°Uyf"gjik)3Y�l�UÊ%RFN and Uyf g ik)4l�UW%*R � , where )�%\)��S-¨)3Y .
Proof. Fix N , and define sets of vectors ��� ���µYF��n*A�BC� DFE Ì � as follows. Let )�![%¹A �¥/ N � þvU�þJ%+Dj��������N.E , for��%\BC�������z� � and )+% ' �!c;µ� )Ê! = A 1,. . . ,4n E ; observe that )~� contains the first N components, )
� the next N
components etc.

Then,

�a� % A �+*-, Ô * �/.10 ÿ ä � � � ÿ32 Ö ���+*&, Ô * �/.10�� � ÿ ä � � � ÿ�2 Ö U¥DI xþ� �N.EW�
�[Y % A � *-, Ô *54 .10 ÿ ä Y�� � ÿ32 Ö ��� *&, Ô *54 .10�� � ÿ ä Y�� � ÿ�2 Ö U¥DI xþ� �N.EW�

Notice that in �.� , every vector has the penultimate block of N bits set to 0. The other blocks are set to 1, and
some bit þ in the last block as well as the bit at the same relative position þ in either the first or second block,
is switched to 0. The set �SY is similar; with respect to �¯� , the penultimate and last block are exchanged.

E.g., for N1%*R , we have

�a� % A¢i�BÊD0D0D�B0B0BÊD�l���i�D0D BÊD B0BWBÊDzl���i�D�BÇD0D B0BÊD BZlè��i�D0D0D B0BWBÊD BZl�EW�
�[Y % A¢i�BÊD0D0D�BÊD�B0BZl���i�D0D BÊD BÊD B0B¢l���i�D�BÇD0DWD�B0BWBZlè��i�D0D0D BÊD B0BWBZl�EW�

Observe that Uy�.�zUÊ%°Uy�µYWUÊ%QRFN . Since �a�4%¹±p¶F·[ik�
�èl and �[Y,%¹±�¶F·[ik�[Y�l , there are Horn theories )(� and)3Y such that f g ik)��èl¯%\�
� and f g ik)5Y�l£%\�µY .
Since all models �[¬ in f g ik)`�èl (resp., f g ik)3Y�l ) satisfy �-6)�Y4%*? (resp., �-6) � %*? ), all models �[¬7�)

satisfy

¤n7)��8$)[��� (5.3)

i.e., the last RFN bits of a model in ) are always 0.
Define ��%¹A � ¬ U @n7) � $) � � such that þp¨:9KN � þ�®¨v� D( xþp 9N.EW�
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E.g., for N1%*R , we have

� % A¢i�B0BÊD0D�B0B0B0BZl��£i�D�B0BÊD�B0B0B0BZl��£i�BÊD0D�B0B0B0B0BZl��£i�D0D�B0B0B0B0B0BZl�EW�
Observe that Uy�4U0%\R � . It can be shown that the equation

��%\f g ik)4l (5.4)

holds (see appendix); since Uy�4UW%\R � , this proves the result. Ý
Let us now state the problem of computing the characteristic models of an intersection more formally.

Problem ALL-CMODELS

Input: Sets of characteristic models 6Í!.n*A�BC� DFE � , representing Horn theories )4! , �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G .
Output: All characteristic models � in )9%Q: 2!c;
� )d! .

The previous proposition tells us that the output size of this problem can be exponential in its input
size. Therefore, a polynomial time algorithm in the input size is impossible. This improves the result
[20, Theorem 6], which states the ALL-CMODELS for Gh%KR is not solvable in polynomial time unless]7%T_�] ; by Proposition 5.1, this is true regardless of whether ]7%T_�] holds.

However, we still might hope that ALL-CMODELS has a polynomial total time algorithm. However, this
hope does not come true, as the following related problem is intractable.

Problem ADD-CMODEL

Input: Characteristic sets 6^!.n*A�BC� DFE � , of Horn theories )5! , �¯%QDj��R¥�������F��G , and a set �^n�f�gzik)Hl ,
where )9% : 2!<;
� )3! .
Question: f"gjik)4l[e4��=%\? ?

Theorem 5.1 Problem ADD-CMODEL is NP-complete, and NP-hardness holds even if G�%*R is fixed.

Proof. Given a candidate model � , we can by Theorem 4.2 check the condition �p�fpgjik)4lFe�� in polynomial
time. Thus ADD-CMODEL is in NP.

We prove NP-hardness by a reduction from the satisfiability problem (SAT) [19]; we define for a given
CNF formula ;9% ½=<!<;
� f ! on N atoms � � �������z��� � polynomially computable sets 6 � , 6 Y , and � of vectors
in A�BC� DFE � � Y < , such that 6V�d%\f g ik)`�èl , 67YH%\f g ik)3Y l and �7n�f g ik)`��-5)3Y l . Moreover, �x%\f g ik)`��-5)3Y�l
holds if and only if ; is unsatisfiable.

Without loss of generality, we make the following assumptions: is� l Every literal in éX%ÛA � ! � � ! U¯D1 �d �N.E appears in ; , but no literal appears in all clauses; and is�k��l�; does not become a tautology by fixing
the truth value of any two atoms �µ! and � ÿ . It is easy to see that these restrictions on ; do not affect the
NP-completeness of SAT.

Define )¹%>)�?@$)[�&$)�Y , where

)�? % AZDj��R¥�������F��N¯� D0� RC��������� N.EW�
) � % A N � Dj��N � R¥����������N � r�EW�
)�Y¾% A N � r � Dj��N � r � R¥�������z��N � RFr�EW�

Intuitively, the elements in )+? correspond to the literals in é , and the elements þ in )µ! , �.%QDj��R , correspond
to clauses f ÿ in ; . Now we define the instance of our problem as follows:

f g ik) � l % A ��äy� BA ��ä Y � (5.5)
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where Aa��äy� % A � Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ�2 Ö . Ô *DCE, 0GF 2 Ö U�N � þ��)µ����{o1f ÿ EW�
A ��ä Y % A � Ô * C , 0 » ä » 2 Ö . * � U�â}H) ? EJI

f g ik)3Y l % A[Yèäy�&BAµYèä YF� (5.6)

where A Yèäy� % A � Ô * � , 0�� � < � ÿ32 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF 2 Ö U�N � r � þp�) Y ��{o�f.ÿFEW�
A[Yèä Y % A � Ô * C , 0 » ä » 2 Ö . * � U�â}H)�?�EJI

� % �
�&¡�[Yz� (5.7)

where �a� % A � *DCJ, 0 » ä » 2 U�ât�)�?�EW� (5.8)

�µY % A � * C , 0 » ä » ä F 2 U�â~��{o�)�? with {v=%*â~� âµEW� (5.9)

where {��f.ÿ denotes that the literal corresponding to { appears in clause f3ÿ (e.g., for a f � %+is� � º � � º3��Ì l ,
we write Dj� � �����f � ), and â�%*â .

Observe that all vectors in A¯��äy� have value 0 at the components in )~Y . Intuitively, every vector in A¯��äy�
represents the choice of a literal {}^f ÿ , which is represented by switching in blocks of 1’s for )a� and )�?
the components corresponding to { and f ÿ to 0. By selecting one such vector for every clause, we obtain
a collection of literals such that satisfying all these literals makes ; true. The interpretation of the vectors
in A Yèäy� is similar, with the roles of ) � and ) Y interchanged. An arbitrary selection of literals might include
opposite literals { and { ; such illegal selections are trapped by the vectors in A3��ä Y and A[Yèä Y , which give rise to
the characteristic vectors of ) in � . An additional characteristic model of ) exists, precisely if there exists
a legal choice of literals which satisfies the formula ; .

The details of the proof can be found in the appendix. Ý
The result may be intuitively explained by the fact that a characteristic model is a special model, which

must satisfy some intersection condition. While it is feasible to check this condition for a given model, it
is difficult to find model which satisfies this condition and additional constraints. There is an exponential
number of candidates, and we have no efficient method at hand by which this candidate space can be sub-
stantially reduced. For problems of a similar characteristics, a polynomial time algorithm is usually obtained
by exploiting some benign structural property; in the case of computing an additional characteristic model,
no such property is apparent and the result tells us that any such property is hard to find.

Corollary 5.1 Given the characteristic sets 69!�n°A�BC� DFE � of Horn theories )5! , ��%ÏDj��R¥�������F��G , and a set�7n�f g ik)4l , where )9% : 2!c;
� )d! , deciding whether �P%\f g ik)4l is co-NP-complete.

Exploiting Theorem 5.1, we obtain the next theorem.

Theorem 5.2 There is no polynomial total time algorithm for problem ALL-CMODELS, unless P % NP.

Proof. Towards a contradiction, assume that there is an algorithm K for ALL-CMODELS with polynomial
running time Lai�M���q"l , where M is the input length and q the output length. We then solve ADD-CMODEL

using K as follows. Execute K until either is� l it halts or is�k� l time Lai�M��zUy�4Uyl is reached. In case is� l , output
“Yes” if K outputs some vector in fJgjik)4l
eH� ; otherwise, “No”. In case is�k� l , output “Yes”, since it impliesfIgjik)4l£e"�Ï=%Û? . Hence, ADD-CMODEL is solvable in time polynomial in M and Uy�HU , which contradicts
Theorem 5.1 unless P % NP. Ý

Observe that this result strengthens [20, Theorem 6] in another way, by stating that no polynomial al-
gorithm exists even if we relativize the run time by taking a possible exponential output size into account.
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Practically speaking, this means that computing all characteristic models of an intersection is a hard prob-
lem.

5.2 Approximation of the characteristic set

In the previous subsection, we have shown that computing the characteristic set of the intersection ) of Horn
theories )����������z��)32 is an intractable problem. As with other hard problems in the context of reasoning (cf.
[10, 37]), it is thus natural to ask whether we can compute a suitable approximation of f g ik)4l in polynomial
total time.

Towards this goal, we first have to agree on what a suitable approximation of fpgjik)4l is. Recall that f�gFik)Hl
is the unique smallest set ��nb) of models such that )T%Qf,G Ã ik��l holds. A reasonable requirement is that
an approximation 6 of f g ik)4l should only contain models in ) , i.e., 6 n°) should hold. This assuresf,GÜÃSi�6Ql�nb) ; in a sense, this is soundness of the representation. On the other hand, it would be desirable
that all models in ) occur in f,G�Ã�i�6+l ; i.e., 6 is complete with respect to ) .

Let us call any set of models 6 which is sound and complete with respect to ) (i.e., f g ik)4l�nb6 n+)
holds), a conservative approximation of fogjik)4l . Observe that 6 %ªf�gFik)Hl and 6 %>) are the best and
weakest conservative approximations of f g ik)4l , respectively. A conservative approximation might be seen
as a non-optimal compact representation of ) , which is however sound and complete for the purpose of
reasoning from ) .

It is now natural to ask whether finding a reasonably sized conservative approximation 6 of f g ik)Hl is
tractable, i.e., possible in output polynomial time. Clearly, an 6 whose size is exponential in the size off g ik)4l is not reasonable, and thus we limit attention to those 6 whose size is polynomial in the size offIgjik)4l . The next result, however, tells us that finding any arbitrary such conservative approximation is also
an intractable problem.

Theorem 5.3 Let L.i /&l be any polynomial.2 Then, given the characteristic sets 6Í!£%Xf"gjik)d!�l of Horn the-
ories ) ! nTA�BC� DFE � , �.%QDj��Rd�����z��G , there is no polynomial total time algorithm for computing a conservative
approximation 6 for f g ik)Hl , where )9% : 2!c;
� )3! , such that U 6ÎU¥ MLai�Uyf g ik)4l�Uyl , unless Pol=NP. This holds
if G�%*R is fixed.

Proof. Assume such a polynomial total time algorithm K exists. Then, an output-polynomial total algorithm
for ALL-CMODELS exists, since we can first apply K , and then remove from its output 6 every model �
such that ��®�f g ik)4l in polynomial time (Theorem 4.2); observe that the size of the intermediate result 6 is
polynomial in the output fJgFik)Hl . By Theorem 5.2, ALL-CMODELS has no polynomial total time algorithm
unless ]7%*_`] , from which the result follows. Ý

This result shows that for gaining tractability, we have to give up on conservative approximations. Thus,
either soundness or completeness of the approximation (or both) has to be abandoned. It seems natural,
however, to retain soundness, since completeness may be dispensable for answering certain queries to a
knowledge base (see Section 6.1 for further discussion).

When giving up completeness, we have to decide which part of f�gFik)Hl should be omitted, in order to
be able to use the result of the approximation. This is not straightforward, however, and depends on the
intended use of the knowledge base. We do not embark on this general issue here, but point out some
principal limitations to such an approach. Our next result shows that any approximation of fvgjik)4l , regardless

2Here, and in the rest of this paper, we assume as usual that polynomials are monotone increasing.
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of being sound or not, which returns a polynomial-size fraction of f�gjik)4l and is polynomially bounded inUyf g ik)4l�U , is intractable, i.e., there is no polynomial total algorithm for its computation.

Theorem 5.4 Let L.i /&l , {Êi /&l be any polynomials. Then, there is no polynomial total time algorithm K for
computing, given the characteristic sets 6Í!,%Lf g ik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!InÏA�BC� DFE � , ��%¿Dj��Rd�����F��G , a
set of models m nªA�BC� DFE � such that is��l�Uyf�gFik)Hl�Ua ¤{Êi�U mÛ-©fIgjik)4l�Uyl and is��� l(U m^U¯ NLai�Uyf"gjik)4l�Uyl , unless]7%*_`] . This holds if GS%*R is fixed.

As a consequence, there is no polynomial total time algorithm for computing half of the characteristic
set, say, or any constant fraction of it. Thus, since a quantitative approximation of f g ik)4l is infeasible, we
would have to consider qualitative approximations, i.e., meaningful semantical portions of fvgjik)4l which are
sufficient for certain purposes.

An example would be the maximal models ±�¶F·�ik)4l of an intersection ) . Recall that ±p¶F·[ik)4l is included
in f"gzik)4l , and as easily seen, this set may be exponentially smaller than f�gjik)4l , and thus the above results
do not apply. Moreover, it is easily seen that ±�¶F·[ik)Hl is sound and complete with respect to answering
negative deductive queries � to ) , i.e., deciding whether )\U %T� , where �©%«fI� Ë /�/�/ Ë f < is a conjunction
of negative clauses f ! % � !s� º�/�/�/Fº � ! ú (for reasoning from ) , see Section 6).

Thus, we might be interested whether for this particular portion of f g ik)4l , a polynomial algorithm is
feasible. As we know from Corollary 4.1, computing some maximal model of )Î%á: ! )3! is possible in
polynomial time, and from the proof of Proposition 5.1, it follows that exponentially many maximal models
may exist. Thus, all we can expect is a polynomial total time algorithm.

It turns out that there is no such algorithm, and also approximation of ±p¶F·�ik)Hl is hard. By a slight adapta-
tion of the proof of Theorem 5.1, we obtain that finding an additional maximal model is NP-hard; moreover,
it follows from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 4.1 (cf. also Lemma 6.1 below) that recognizing a maximal model
is polynomial. Thus, by analogous argumentation as in the proofs in the previous subsections, we obtain the
following result.

Theorem 5.5 Given the characteristic sets 6Í!�%Qf g ik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!£nQA�BC� DFE � , ��%@Dj����������G , is��l
it is co-NP-complete to decide whether ±�¶F·�ik)4l�%¹� , where )V%É: 2!c;
� )d! and � is a given set of maximal
models of ) , is��� l there is no polynomial total time algorithm for computing ±�¶F·�ik)4l , unless ]Í%\_`] , is�k�k� l
there is no polynomial total time algorithm for computing a polynomial approximation of ±�¶F·�ik)4l , unless]7%*_`] .

Here, “polynomial approximation” in is���k� l is understood in the setting of Theorem 5.4.
There is no reason for raising one’s hands in desperation about all these negative results. After all, one

of the ideas behind characteristic models was off-line compilation for efficient on-line reasoning. For such
off-line compilation, we may be willing to pay a high computational price. The results from above just tell
us that in the case of intersection of knowledge bases, we indeed have to pay that price. However, this does
not mean that we should abandon the search for reasonable and good algorithms for compilation. In the rest
of this section, we present an algorithm for enumerating all arbitrary models of ) with polynomial delay;
this algorithm may be used as a basis for an algorithm computing f g ik)4l in some contexts.

5.3 Computing all models of an intersection

Let us now consider the problem of computing all models of an intersection. The formal statement of this
problem is as follows:
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Problem ALL-MODELS

Input: Sets of characteristic models 6Í!.n*A�BC� DFE � , representing Horn theories )4! , �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G .
Output: All models � in )9% : 2!<;
� )d! .

It turns out that this problem is easier than the related problem ALL-CMODELS, as we shall present a
polynomial delay algorithm for it.

Informally, the reason is that we can output some model and then systematically shrink for the next step
the theory )>% : 2!c;
� )3! to a subset ) � of models, such that no model in ) � has been output so far and
finding a model in )5� is efficiently possible.

The algorithm we present here is based on our results from above and the method of dynamic lexico-
graphic enumeration [12]. This method improves on a previous technique in [40], and was used for efficient
enumeration of the models of a Horn theory represented by a Horn formula. The idea is to restrict ) to
the subset ) � of models different from the models � Ô � Ö , � Ô Y Ö , . . . , � Ô » Ö %Î� which have been output in the
previous steps, and to select from )H� a model � which has the largest common prefix with � . By clever
bookkeeping of which prefixes have been considered, it is possible to find such a model in ),� (so )ª=%@? )
quite efficiently.

The bookkeeping is done by maintaining a binary vector r$OEPWâ*¤A�BC� DFE � , where the value of r$OQPWâZ!
indicates whether the search for the models �á+) with common prefix up to ��ýQD (i.e., � ÿ %$� ÿ forD, xþp§9� and �j!�=%T�5! ) has already been successfully attempted ( r$OQPWâ¥!�%QD ) or not ( r$OEPWâW!S%TB ); after the
output of the first model � Ô � Ö , r$OQPWâ is initialized to the zero vector i�B0B3������BZl .

The algorithm, ALL-MODELS, uses a subroutine PART-MODEL, which has the following specification:

Procedure PART-MODEL

Input: Characteristic sets 6^! of Horn theories )5!JnLA�BC� DFE � , �o%KDj��R¥�������z��G , and a list Rz���SRèYj���������SRUT of
values R�!a©A�BC� DFE , D, ��� VPo 9N .

Output: A model �¹�)9%b: 2!c;
� )3! such that �4!�%NR�! holds for all �¯%QDj��Rd�������/P , if any such model exists;
“No”, otherwise. Ý

By means of this procedure, it is possible to check whether a partial vector (given by R¥� ���������SRUT ) can
be completed to a model in ) , and such a model is returned in case. Observe that this procedure can be
implemented as described in the proof of Lemma 6.1, and such that it returns even the least model among
all possible outputs.

The main algorithm is then as follows.

Algorithm ALL-MODELS

Input: Characteristic sets 6 ! %«fIgjik) ! l of Horn theories ) ! n*A�BC� DFE � , �a%QDj��R¥�������F��G .
Output: All models �p�)9% : 2!c;
� )d! , if )¹=%*? ; otherwise, “No”.

Step 1. call MODEL to find some model �¦�) ;
if the answer is “No”, then output “No” and halt
else begin output � ;r$OQPWâv#&%+i�B0B3�����èBZl ; �£#&%�N
end;
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Step 2. if r$OQP0âZ!�%*B then begin
call PART-MODEL( )(��������� ��)52����¥� �����������j!XW[� � D5ý��j! );
if a model � is returned then begin

output � ;
set �p#&%*� ; r$OEPWâW!
#&%+D ;
for þJ%�� � D to N do r$OEPWâ ÿ #&%TB ;��#&%�N � D

end
end;

Step 3. if �.%+D then halt
else begin ��#&%���ý�D

goto Step 2.
end. Ý

(The algorithm can be reformulated to be slightly more efficient; we use this more readable version for
the sake of simplicity). We illustrate the algorithm on the following example.

Example 5.1 Let again 6��d%\f g ik)��èl¯%bA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl���i�B0BÊD0D�l , i�D�BÊD�BZl�E and 67YH%\f g ik)3Y l�%bA¢i�D0D0D�BZl���i�BÊD0D0D�l��i�B0BÊD0D�l�E .
In Step 1, the call to MODEL returns the least model of ) , which is �o%Xi�B0BÊD�BZl ; this model is output andr$OQP0â is initialized to i�B0B0B0BZl and �£#&%T� .
In Step 2, PART-MODEL is called for the list BC��BC� Dj� D of R ! values (we omit )(���������z��)32 , which may be

accessed as global variables). The model i�B0BÊD0D�l is returned, which is output and assigned to � ; r$OEPWâ is
updated to i�B0B0BÊD�l and � is set to 5 and decreased to 4 in Step 3, where the computation returns to Step 2.

In Step 3, � is decreased to 3, and in next iteration of Step 2, PART-MODEL is called for the Rj! values 0,0,0.
The answer is “No”, and hence � is decreased to 2 in Step 3. Subsequently, in Step 2 PART-MODEL is called
for the R�! values 0,1. The model �+%°i�BÊD0D�BZl is returned, which is output; �1#&%°i�BÊD0D�BZl , r$OEPWâ1#&%ªi�BÊD�B0BZl ,
and ��#&%*� .

In the next 2 iterations, PART-MODEL is called for the R�! values 0,1,1,1 and 0,1,0, respectively, for which
“No” is returned; after decreasing � to 1, PART-MODEL is called again for o! value 1, which also returns
“No”. Hence, in Step 3 �¯%QD is true, and the algorithm stops.

Thus, the models output are: (0010), (0110), and (0011); these are precisely the models in ) . Ý
The analysis of the time complexity of ALL-MODELS gives us the next result.

Theorem 5.6 Algorithm ALL-MODELS is a polynomial delay algorithm for problem ALL-MODELS, where
the delay is qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl , i.e., number of atoms times input length.

By combining the algorithms ALL-MODELS and CHECK-CMODEL, we obtain an algorithm for enu-
merating all characteristic models of ) , which is however not a polynomial delay algorithm. Nonetheless,
by using ALL-MODELS, we restrict the search space from all vectors in A�BC� DFE � to models in ) ; if ) is
small, or its size is polynomial in the size of fhgjik)4l , then this algorithm runs in polynomial total time.
The algorithm may by particularly attractive if the size of the input MP%ª6«� �������z��6x2�n�A�BC� DFE � is small
measured in the number N ; observe that in case M is exponential in N , computing all models as well as all
characteristic models is possible in time polynomial in the input size by a brute force search.
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6 Reasoning from an Intersection

In this section, we turn our attention to reasoning from an intersection ) of Horn theories )h� , . . . , )52 . In
particular, we first consider answering of a deductive query � posed to ) , and then abduction in the setting
where for a propositional letter { , an explanation on the basis of a set | of assumptions and the theory )
should be found.

6.1 Deduction

One of the striking advantages of model-based reasoning is that large classes of queries to a knowledge
base can be evaluated efficiently. It has been shown in [24] that deduction of an arbitrary CNF formula �
from a Horn theory ) is polynomial, if ) is represented by its characteristic models f g ik)4l . To evaluate)ÛU %>� , it is sufficient to check whether )LU %Ûf for each clause f in � ; this problem can be solved by
checking whether some Horn strengthening fJ� of f , i.e., a Horn clause fI� obtained from f by removing
all but one positive literal, is true in all characteristic models. As shown in [24, 25], )¹U %¹� is decidable inq�i�UyfIg0ik)Hl�Uz/¥U �3U Y l time, where U �5U is the length of � .

Following this paradigm, an ad-hoc query � posed to an intersection ) of Horn theories ) � ����������)32 can
be answered in the following way:

1. Compute f�gjik)4l ;
2. apply any (fast) algorithm for deciding )«U %T� from f g ik)4l .

Example 6.1 Reconsider the theories ¼)��d%¹A �
�aº ��YF� ���aº � Ì , ��Y£º � Ì , � � E and ¼)3YH%QA �S�aº � Ì , �S�aºv��Y ,� � E from Example 3.1, whose characteristic sets are fhgFik) � l�%ªA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l , i�D�BÊD�BZl�E and f"gjik) Y l(%A¢i�D0D0D�BZl , i�BÊD0D0D�l , i�B0BÊD0D�l�E , respectively. Suppose we want to know whether )áU %¿�¯�5º�� Ì º � � , where)9%\)`��-o)3Y ; observe that the query � is not Horn. After computing fhgjik)4l¯%bA¢i�BÊD0D�BZl , i�B0BÊD0D�l�E , we check
whether f g ik)Hl4U %����¢º � � or f g ik)4l5U %T� Ì º � � holds, since �S�¥º � � and � Ì º � � are the Horn strengthenings
of � . However, both clauses evaluate to false on i�BÊD0D�BZl and hence )ª=U %¤� is concluded. Indeed, observe
that from ¼)�%bA ��� , �~Y¯º � Ì , � � E , the query � is not derivable. On the other hand, )«U % �.�
ºv�~Y , since �S� is
false in all models of f�gjik)4l . Ý

By the results of the previous section, this approach is infeasible, however, since the computation off g ik)4l may need truly exponential time. Nonetheless, it is possible to evaluate )àU %Û� efficiently, by a
method which bypasses the computation of fogjik)4l . The reason is that the test )QU %¹f , where f is a single
clause, can be reduced to a consistency test, which is efficiently solvable. This is a consequence of the next
lemma. Let, for any formula Y , r$Z\[~i]Yµl denote the set of its models.

Lemma 6.1 Given the characteristic sets fogjik)d!kl of Horn theories )5!¡nØA�BC� DFE � , �¨%ÙDj��R¥�������z��G , and
literals �F��������������» , deciding whether ^É%�r$Z\[�iÜ�0� Ë /�/�/ Ë ��»Flµ- : 2!c;
� )d!d=%*? and finding the least model of
^ (if it exists) is possible in qpisN u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time, i.e., in linear time.

Proof. We can obtain an algorithm as desired by a slight adaptation of the algorithm MODEL+, which fixes
the values of components of models according to �Z���������z����» .

Suppose that � ÿ %«��! � , þp%¤Dj�������z��õ and � ÿ % ��! � , for þv%¹õ � Dj����������â , and that no opposite literals are
among � � , . . . , ��» (otherwise, ^¤%*? ). Modify MODEL+ as follows.
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Let �Q�A�BC� DFE � be the vector which has value 1 at the components � ÿ , for all þh%+Dj�������z��õ and value 0 at
all others; i.e., � is the least model of �[!Ü� Ë /�/�/ Ë ��! ö , and set m¿#&%bA � ÿ Ujõ � D, xþp �â�E . Then,

8 replace in Step 0 the assignment “ Ú"!(#&%Î6x! ” by “ Ú(!�#&%�A �796P!"U��xOX�IE ,” and the assignment
“ Þ�#&%+i�BC��BC�������F��BZl ” by “ Þ1#&%T� ”;

8 replace in Step 2 the assignment “ Þ�»�#&%XD ” by the conditional statement “if â}1m then output “No”
and halt else Þ~»�#&%+D ” (note that the â there is not connected to the â in the statement of the lemma).

Along the argumentation of the proof of Theorem 3.2, it can be shown that the modified algorithm correctly
outputs a model (in fact, the least model) of ^ , if one exists, and “No” otherwise; observe that the search
through the space of models is restricted from A�BC� DFE � to all models of �~!s� Ë /�/�/ Ë ��! ö , and that the search is
stopped as soon it is recognized that the least model in r$Z\[�is� !s� Ë /�/�/ Ë � ! ö lS-1: 2!c;
� ) ! must have value 1
at some component þ such that � ÿ occurs among � ÷_� � ������� ����» .

It is easy to see that by the above modifications, the order of the run time is not affected and remainsq�isN u 2!<;
� U 6 ! Uyl . This proves the lemma. Ý
Theorem 6.1 Given the characteristic sets fhgFik)3!�l of Horn theories )5!HnÎA�BC� DFE � , ��%ÏDj��R¥�������F��G , and a
clause fb%V� � º¨/�/�/�ºh��» , deciding whether )\U %\f holds is possible in qpisN u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time, i.e., in linear
time.

Proof. Clearly, )ÎU %°f if and only if )^-1r$Z	[~ia`�f"l�%@? holds. Since `£f is equivalent to �¢� Ë /�/�/ Ë ��» ,
where ��! denotes the opposite to literal ��! , the result immediately follows from Lemma 6.1. Ý
Corollary 6.1 Given the characteristic sets f g ik)d!�l of Horn theories )5!"nLA�BC� DFE � , �J%àDj��R¥�������F��G , and
a CNF formula � , deciding whether )�U %°� holds is possible in q�isN[r u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time, where r is the
number of clauses in � .

Proof. Since )\U %T� iff )«U %\f for each clause f in � , this follows from Theorem 6.1. Ý
For a particular important class of formulas, we obtain the following result. Recall that a formula Y (not

necessarily in CNF) is positive, if each atoms occurs in it under an even number of negations; in particular,
every negation-free formula is positive.

Theorem 6.2 Given the characteristic sets fhgFik)3!�l of Horn theories )5!HnÎA�BC� DFE � , ��%ÏDj��R¥�������F��G , and a
positive formula � , deciding whether )LU %�� holds is possible in q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6 ! U � U �3Uyl time, where U �5U
denotes the length of � , i.e., in linear time.

Proof. Since Y is positive, it holds for any theory ) that )bU %\� if and only if �¡U %«� , for each �t1±p²c³�ik)4l
(see e.g. [29, Section 3]).

Since ) is Horn, it has a unique minimal model Þ (provided ) =% ? ), which can be constructed inq�isN�u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl time (Corollary 3.2). Moreover, checking whether ��U %¹� is possible in time q�isN � U �5Uyl .
Hence, the result follows. Ý
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6.2 Abduction

Abduction [35] is a principal mode of reasoning which is heavily used in our daily life reasoning. Informally,
abduction is the task of finding an explanation for certain observations, based on some background theory
describing the relationships between causes and effects. There is a growing literature on this subject, which
has been recognized as an important principle of common-sense reasoning (see e.g. [5]) but still has many
further applications (see e.g. references in [15]).

More formally, abduction can be defined as follows.

Definition 6.1 Let ) be a theory, | be a subset of the atoms, and { be an atom. Then, a subset b of literals
on atoms from | is an explanation for { from ) and | , if is��l ¼)Mcb is consistent, and ¼)MdbÎU%T{ . 3

(Recall that ¼) transforms a Horn theory ) into an equivalent set of Horn clauses.) Usually, one is interested
in minimal explanations, i.e., explanations b which do not contain any other explanation properly.

Example 6.2 Consider the theory ¼)\%@A ���¯º � Ì , � Ì º � � , �S�¯º¡��YzE . Suppose we want to explain {�%¹�[Y
from |É%ªA �S� ��� Ì E . Then, we find that b>%°A �
��E is an explanation. Indeed, ¼)e©A �S��E is consistent, and¼)M1A ����EJU %T��Y . Moreover, b is minimal. On the other hand, b � %bA �S� � � Ì E is an alternative, non-minimal
explanation of �µY . Ý

One of the main obstacles for an implementation of abduction is its intrinsic computational cost; un-
der formula-based representation, finding an abductive explanation is NP-complete in the Horn case [38],
and is )�f Y -complete for general propositional theories [15], which is the prototypical complexity of many
nonmonotonic reasoning problems.

However, as shown in [24, 25], finding an explanation is polynomial in the Horn case if ) is represented
by its characteristic models. This was a quite an encouraging result, since it shows that both deduction
and abduction from a Horn theory can be done in polynomial time. Since by the results of the previous
subsection, also deduction from the intersection ) of Horn theories ) � ����������)32 can be done in polynomial
time, it would be advantageous if a similar result can be obtained for abduction.

However, it turns out that the desired generalization of the positive result in [25] is not apparent.

Theorem 6.3 Given the characteristic sets 69!¯%Xf g ik)3!kl`nQA�BC� DFE � of Horn theories )5! , �d%@Dj�������z��G , an
assumption set |¤nQA �
� ��������������E , and an atom { from �
� ������� ����� , deciding whether { has an explanation
from )�% : 2!c;
� )d! and | is NP-complete.

Proof. The problem is in NP, since we can guess an explanation b and check in polynomial time whether¼)gdb is consistent (Lemma 6.1) and whether ¼)gdb>U%«{ , by testing the equivalent condition )bU %hbji�{
(Theorem 6.1).

The NP-hardness part is shown by a proper modification of the reduction used in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
There, we have constructed from a CNF formula ; the characteristic sets f g ik)`��lP%kA
��äy�leA
��ä Y andfIgjik) Y lJ%mA Yèäy� HA Yèä Y of Horn theories ) � and ) Y , respectively, along with a subset � of the character-
istic set of )°%L)��d-�)5Y , such that some characteristic model �9«f g ik)4l�eI� exists if and only if ; is
satisfiable.

3Observe that in some texts, explanations must be sets of positive literals. As with Horn theories, it is known (cf. [29]) that an
explanation exists only if an explanation containing merely positive literals exists; in fact, all minimal explanations are of this form.
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We modify the construction as follows. Introduce a new component (i.e., atom) “0”, and set this compon-
ent to 0 for all vectors in A¯��ä Y and A[Yèä Y , and to 1 for all vectors in A¯��äy� and A[Yèäy� ; denote the resulting sets byAH�!Üä ÿ , for ����þh%QDj��R , and let f�gjik)d�! l¯%nAH�!säy� BAH�!sä Y , for �a%QDj��R .

Observe that any vector resulting from the intersection of a set of vectors in A��!Üäy� has value 1 at component
0, while any vector, i.e., resulting from an intersection which involves some vector in A �!sä Y , has value 0 at
this component. Moreover, since all vectors in fhgzik)3�! l are incomparable, this set is indeed the characteristic
set of a Horn theory )5�! , for �`%>Dj��R . Following the argumentation in the proof of Theorem 5.1, it can be
seen that each model in ) � %Û) � � -P) �Y has the form �µ¬ for some  no)�?d7A�B¥E , and that each model� Ô » Ö %�� * C , 0 » ä » 2 belongs to ) � , where âv�)�? ; notice that � Ô » Ö has component 0 set to 0.

Let { be the propositional atom corresponding to the newly introduced component 0, and let | be the
propositional atoms corresponding to all other components (alternatively, we could also set |«%>)-? ). Intu-
itively, if we want to explain { , then we must find a model � in ) which has value 1 at the component 0, and
such that if we fix the values of the literals in | to those in � , then it is not possible to switch component 0
to 0 and still have a model of ) ; since � Ô » Ö has components â , â , and 0 all set to 0, such a � must correspond
to a choice of literals whose satisfaction makes ; true.

In the appendix, we show that { has an explanation from ) and | if and only if ; is satisfiable; the result
follows from this. Ý

This result shows that the tractability result for abduction in [24] is not very robust. The intuitive reason
for the positive result in [24] is that if an explanation exists, then some explanation can be easily found from
the maximal models of ) , which are included in fogjik)4l . However, in the case where ) is an intersection of
theories, ±p¶F·[ik)4l is not explicitly given, and an exponential number of maximal models may exist. While
computing some maximal model is tractable, the computation of a maximal model which gives rise to an
explanation b is _�] -hard.

Thus, in the general case, abduction from an intersection is intractable. It might therefore be suspected that
a strategy of computing fJgjik)4l and then running the polynomial algorithm from [24] is useful. However,
this may not always be the case, since f g ik)Hl requires exponential space in general (and thus its computation
takes exponential time), while evaluation of an abductive query is always possible in polynomial space and
exponential time, and in some cases even in polynomial time. An example is the following special case,
which follows immediately from Theorem 6.1 by simple exhaustive search.

Theorem 6.4 Given the characteristic sets 6Í!"%$f"gjik)d!�l¦n$A�BC� DFE � of Horn theories )5! , �h%�Dj����������G ,
an assumption set |$n�A � � �������z��� � E , and an atom { from � � ����������� � , finding an explanation for { from)*% : 2!c;
� )d! and | is possible in polynomial time, if the size of | is q�i�prqts�N
l . Moreover, it is possible inq�isN u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl time, i.e., in linear time, if U |hU¥ Vâ for some constant â .

The conclusion we can draw is that we have to look into particular query profiles (frequent or not, tractable
or not, etc), and that the decision on which strategy should be followed should be based on the results of
this inquiry. Observe that even if space is not an issue, answering polynomially solvable abductive queries
may take much longer (even exponentially longer) from the off-line compiled f¦gjik)4l than under on-line
evaluation from )����������z��)32 .
7 Non-Horn Theories

In this section, we consider a possible generalization of our results to non-Horn theories. In particular, we
consider a class of extended Horn theories, which includes Horn theories and a close variant thereof. We
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shall show that for this particular class, the main problems considered in the previous sections are intractable.

7.1 Generalized characteristic models

We first review monotone theory of Boolean functions introduced in [6], and then recall the definition of
characteristic models for arbitrary classes u of Boolean functions.

For any model RIxA�BC� DFE � , we define a partial order  lv over A�BC� DFE � by that �¡ wv�� holds if and only if�@xyR� Q�7xyR holds, where x denotes the XOR operation (i.e., componentwise addition modulo R ; e.g.,i�D0D�B0BZl�xbi�BÊD0D�BZl(%>i�D�BÊD�BZl ). �� zv3� can also be written as �@O{v5� , and ��§wv5� (resp., ��¸wv5� ) denotes�1=%�� and �¦ zv.� (resp., �vOwva� ). In other words, if R ! %TB , then the order on the � -th component is normal,
i.e., B}§wv Õ D ; on the other hand, if R�!¯%@D , the order is reversed, i.e., Do§{v Õ B . The monotone extension of a
model |��A�BC� DFE � with respect to R is defined by

} v�i�|¢l£%«A �}�A�BC� DFE � U��vOzv~|CEW�
and the monotone extension of a theory )�n\A�BC� DFE � with respect to R is defined by

} v�ik)4l�%��� Å0Æ 6�v�i�|¥l��
The set of minimal models of ) with respect to R is defined by

min v ik)4l¯%¹A_|�UG|��) and no �¦�) satisfies �¦§lv~|CEW�
Observe that ±p²c³�ik)4l¯% min Ô ��������� � Ö ik)Hl and ±�¶F·�ik)4l�% min Ô ���/�����y� Ö ik)4l , respectively.

} v�ik)4l is now rewritten
as

} v�ik)4l9% �� Å	��������Ô�ÆÇÖ
} v i�|¢l�� (7.1)

This is because
} v is�Cl3n } v is�(l holds for all pairs of � and � such that �vO{va� .

It is easy to show the following properties:

)�n } v�ik)4l (7.2)

R"=�)���� RJ= } v ik)4l�� (7.3)

for all R1+A�BC� DFE � . Furthermore,
} v is monotonic in ) , distributes over unions )I�"x)3Y , and satisfies} v ik)��S-¨)3Y ldn } v�ik)`�èl[- } v ik)3Y l . Hence, by using (7.3) and (7.2), we obtain

�
vS�ÅjÆ

} v�ik)4l^n ) n �
v Å 0 �èäy� 2G�

} v ik)4l^n �
vS�ÅjÆ

} v ik)4l��
Consequently, ) is characterized as follows.

Proposition 7.1 )Ù% �
v Å 0 �èäy� 2 �

} v�ik)4l�% �
vS�ÅjÆ

} v�ik)4l�� (7.4)

In the right hand side of (7.4), not all models RJ=1) may be necessary to represent ) , i.e., )9%¤: v Å ¬ } v ik)Hl
may hold for some @n*A�BC� DFE � e4) . This leads to the following definition.
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Definition 7.1 ([6]) A set of models  is called a basis for a theory ) , if )X%Û: v Å ¬ } v�ik)4l holds. Fur-
thermore,  is called a basis for a class of theories u , if it is a basis for all the theories in u . Ý
Clearly, A�BC� DFE � and A�BC� DFE � eH) are bases for any theory ) , and A�BC� DFE � is a basis for any class of theoriesu . It is known that for the class of Horn theories u�� ,

 � % A#R¯Ul��R��IOÙNtý9DFEW� (7.5)

is a basis [29], where ���g�è%bu �!<;
� ��! .
Call a theory ) reverse Horn [29], if by negating all atoms ��! , the resulting theory is Horn; i.e., ) is

reverse Horn, if and only if ) is closed under union of models (i.e., �����+�) implies � ß �Q©) , where ß
is componentwise OR; e.g., i�D0D�B0BZl ß i�BÊD0D�BZld%+i�D0D0D�BZl ). It is easy to see that

6�+� % A#R.Ul�"R��"  DFE (7.6)

is a basis of the class of reverse Horn theories u �+� .
Monotone theory and the concept of basis has been used to define characteristic models of arbitrary the-

ories as follows.

Definition 7.2 ([29]) Let u be a class of theories, and let  be a basis for u . For a theory )Tdu , we define
the set of characteristic models � ¬ ik)4l with respect to  as follows:

� ¬ ik)4l9% �v Å ¬
±�²´³!v�ik)Hl�� (7.7)

This definition can be regarded as a generalization of that for Horn theories, since

f g ik)Hl9%�� ¬�� ik)4l (7.8)

holds for all Horn theories ) [29]. Note that ±�¶F·�ik)4l , which is a subset of f g ik)4l , can be represented by±�¶F·�ik)4l�%T±p²c³ Ô ���/�����y� Ö ik)Hl . Any other model � in ) is minimal with respect to some R with ��R��è%*Ntý�D .
7.2 Extended Horn theories

As a generalization of the class of Horn theories (see (7.5)) and reverse Horn theories (see (7.6)), let us
define 6� � n\A�BC� DFE � by

 � � % A#R��A�BC� DFE � Uz�"R�� O�NtýVD{qt�:�"R��  «DFEW� (7.9)

A theory )�nLA�BC� DFE � is called extended Horn if �� � is a basis for ) , and let u�� � denote the class of
extended Horn theories. Clearly, any Horn theory and reverse Horn theory are always extended Horn.

In the remainder of this section, we consider the problems MODEL, CMODEL, ALL-MODELS, and ALL-
CMODELS (see Sections 3–5) for u�� � in place of u � . That is, the input sets 6^! , �.%+Dj��R¥�������z��G are the sets
of characteristic models of extended Horn theories ) � ����������)32 .

Since the class u�� � is a natural and modest extension to Horn theories, we could expect that the positive
results from the previous sections carry over to it. Unfortunately, this is not the case. Already problem
MODEL, which is solvable in linear time for u+� , is intractable.

Theorem 7.1 Problem MODEL for class u � � is NP-hard, even if G[%\R .
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Proof. We reduce the following NP-complete problem [19] to our problem.

Problem EXACT-HITTING-SET

Input: A collection �Í%bAF�.� ���µYF����������� < E of subsets of a finite set ��%¹AZDj��R¥�������z�/P¥E .
Question: Does � have an exact hitting set, i.e., a subset �àn�� such that U �ª-¡�.!�U0%QD for all � ?

Without loss of generality, we may assume that Uy�S!�US% � holds for all � [19]. Set NT%�RFr � P and let)¹%¹AZDj����������N.E . Define Úo����Ú,Y(n*A�BC� DFE � by

ÚJ� % A � *�, 0 < �µ» ä < �µ2 ä < � T � ! 2 U�â~��G¯1�µ!���â�=%*G�EW�Ú,Y % A � 0�!sä < �µ÷ 2 U�õ¨��~!�EJI
the models in Úh����ÚIY can be illustrated as follows.

1110111 ...101 ... 101
< �a» < �a2 < � T � !

...1

0...01000... 00 010 0... ...

� bits � bits � bits

111 ...

ò5Â �
ò � �

00 0

... 1...

! < �a÷
...

Let )`�¦%Ûf,GsÃ�ikÚJ�èl and )3Yt%$f,GX��ikÚ,Y l , where fIGX�[ikÚ"l denotes the union closure of Ú (dual to the in-
tersection closure). Obviously, ),����)3Y�Nu�� � , because )�� and )3Y are Horn and reverse Horn theories,
respectively.

Informally, a model in Úh� corresponds to the exclusion of the elements â and G from �
! for forming a
hitting set � , while a model in Ú�Y corresponds to the inclusion of õt��S! in the hitting set � ; they are dual
ways of expressing the choice for an element õ in �S! . Note that the first r components of the intersection
of some models in Úh� are always 1, and similarly the last r components of the union of some models in ÚpY
are always 0. Hence, any model ��Í) � -1) Y must correspond to the choice of exactly one element from
each set �µ! , �a%QDj�������z��r .

To prove the result, we show (see appendix) that

is� l the set of characteristic models of )H! , with respect to class u�� � (i.e., 6x!t% � ¬�¡ � ik)d!kl ) can be
obtained from ÚI! (and thus, from � ) in time polynomial in N and UyÚ�!�U , for �¯%QDj��R ; and

is��� l¨)`�
-¡)5Y�=%\? if and only if � has an exact hitting set. Ý
Corollary 7.1 For the class u � � , problem CMODEL is NP-hard, and there exist no polynomial total time
algorithms for the problems ALL-MODELS and ALL-CMODELS, unless P % NP.

Proof. NP-hardness of CMODEL is immediate from Theorem 7.1. The latter part can be shown by applying
an argument similar to the proof of Theorem 5.2. Ý
Corollary 7.2 For the class u�� � , both answering a deductive query � and finding an abductive explanation
is co-NP-hard, even if � is an atom and the set of assumptions | is empty, respectively. Ý
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8 Conclusion

In this paper, we have considered the problem of taking the intersection )É% : ! )d! of Horn theories )5! ,
which are represented by their characteristic models. We found both positive and negative results.

On the positive side, we have shown that deciding consistency and computing some model or characteristic
model of ) are polynomial, and that deductive queries � in CNF to ) can be answered in polynomial time.
More precisely, we presented algorithms which solve model finding, model checking and inference )«U %bf
of a clause f in qpisNJu 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time, i.e., in time linear in the input size. For characteristic model com-
putation, characteristic model checking, and enumerating all models we have described algorithms which
work in qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time, or in the last case, have this upper bound on the delay between subsequent
outputs.

On the negative side, we have shown that computing all characteristic models of ) is hard, even if the
number of models is taken into account. In technical terms, we have shown that there is no polynomial
total time algorithm for computing all characteristic models unless ]�%«_`] . The intrinsic difficulty of this
problem is further unveiled by our results that also computing an approximation of the set of characteristic
models is a hard problem, both for general quantitative notion (a polynomially-sized fraction or superset) and
a qualitative notion in terms of the maximal models of a theory. Moreover, we have shown that abductive
reasoning from an intersection ) is intractable; this contrasts with the result in [24], which shows that
abductive reasoning from the given characteristic models of ) is polynomial.

As we have discussed, all these results shed further light on the suitability and computational aspects
of the model-based reasoning approach. They tell us that on-line reasoning versus off-line compilation
for reasoning from an intersection has to be deliberated, and off-line computation and on-line usage for
reasoning may not pay off (e.g., for deductive reasoning). For more insight, we need a study of the typical
structure of knowledge bases and query profiles, which we lack to date.

Further issues remain for research. One direction is an extension of our results to other classes of theories.
As we have shown, for extended Horn theories, all the main problems which we have considered for Horn
theories are intractable. This result indicates that the characteristic models approach is from the computa-
tional side not immediately feasible when combining knowledge bases. An investigation which classes of
theories besides Horn theories are benign for combination remains to be done.

Another issue concerns a possible combination of the model-based and formula-based approach, in order
to have complementary representations of a knowledge base which are suitable for different purposes. It
may appear that in such a context, some of the above difficult problems, e.g., computing the characteristic
set, is easier. In fact recognizing the characteristic models of ) is not known to be co-NP-complete, and
maybe even polynomial, if the input theories )"���Ê�����¢)32 are represented both by their characteristic models
and sets of Horn clauses.

Finally, we comment here that problem MODEL is somewhat related to the extension problem for double
Horn functions [16], where the extension problem is to establish a Boolean function ¢ that is consistent with
a given partially defined Boolean function (pdBf) i£AH�¥¤�l (i.e., ¢¯is�Cl�%+D (resp. B ) holds for all �p$A (resp.,��g¤ )) [4, 11], and a double Horn extension ¢ is a natural restriction of Horn function. This relationship
is by the kind of efficient algorithms for solving the extension problem and problem MODEL, which results
from related inherent subproblems. However, no deep semantical relation exists.

Further operations in combining theories )H! may be needed; e.g., taking the union )9% ' ! )3! . Notice that) is not necessarily Horn, even if all )4! are Horn. Such a theory may be approximated by Horn theories, as
described in [25, 26, 9, 20].
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A Appendix: Proofs

Theorem 3.1 Problem MODEL can be solved using algorithm MODEL in qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time.

Proof. We first prove that algorithm MODEL is correct. Let Ú Ô ÿ Ö! denote the set Ú ! in Step 1 of the þ -
th iteration, and let Þ Ô ÿ Ö % ß 2!c;
� ik½ Ä
Åj× % �G'Õ �,l denote the model Þ obtained in Step 3 of the þ -th iteration.

Consider the first iteration. If ½ Ä
Åj× % � '� �*%«½ ÄSÅ0× % � '� �\%¹�����¥%\½ Ä
Åj× % � '� � , then obviously �h%b½ ÄSÅ0× % � '� �
is in ) . Otherwise, we claim that

�p 2�
!<;
� f,GÜÃ[ikÚ Ô � Ö! l if and only if �v 2�

!c;
� f,GsÃ�ikÚ Ô Y Ö! l�� (1.10)

The if-part holds since Ú Ô Y Ö! nªÚ Ô � Ö! holds for all � . For the converse direction, note that any model �9: 2!c;
� f,GÜÃ[ikÚ Ô � Ö! l satisfies �vO9Þ Ô � Ö by Lemma 3.1. This means that � can be represented by �o% ½JÄ
Åj×�¦ � �\%
½JÄSÅ0×�¦ � �*%¹�����C% ½JÄ
Åj×�¦ � � for some Ú �! n\A �b�Ú Ô � Ö! U��¹O�Þ Ô � Ö E(%\Ú Ô Y Ö! . This proves the only-if-part.

Now (1.10) implies that, if Ú Ô Y Ö! %�? holds for some � , then )É% : 2!<;
� fIGÜÃ�ikÚ Ô � Ö! l�l"%�? ; otherwise, in
order to find a model �¦�) , we only check if there is a model �px: 2!c;
� f,GÜÃSikÚ Ô Y Ö! l , that is, the problem can
be solved by returning to Step 1.

We now iterate the loop of Steps 1-3 for þt%ÎDj��R¥������� . We claim that the iteration finitely terminates. To
prove this, we show that Þ Ô ÿ Ö §+Þ Ô ÿ � � Ö always holds if algorithm MODEL does not halt in the i<þ � D�l -st
iteration; as a consequence, it halts after at most N � D iterations.

Since the sets Ú Ô ÿ Ö! are monotone nonincreasing with respect to þ , Þ Ô ÿ Ö  °Þ Ô ÿ � � Ö always holds. Let us
assume that Þ Ô ÿ Ö %�Þ Ô ÿ � � Ö holds for some þ . Then, by the definition of Ú Ô ÿ � � Ö! ,

Þ Ô ÿ Ö   ÑÄ
Åj× % �G§ � 'Õ �   Þ Ô ÿ � � Ö (1.11)

holds for all � . Therefore, Þ Ô ÿ Ö %�Þ Ô ÿ � � Ö implies Þ Ô ÿ Ö % ½ Ä
Åj× % �G§ � '� �*% ½ Ä
Åj× % �G§ � '� �*%¹�����C% ½ Ä
Åj× % �G§ � '� � ,

and hence MODEL halts in Step 2 of the i<þ � D�l -st iteration. This proves our claim.
Finally, since each iteration can be obviously carried out in qpisNpu 2!c;
� UyÚ Ô ÿ Ö! Uyl,%Îq�isN�u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time,

Algorithm MODEL requires q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time in total. Ý
Corollary 3.1 Given the characteristic sets f g ik)d!kl of Horn theories )3!an*A�BC� DFE � , �.%QDj�������z��G , algorithm
MODEL finds the least model � of )«% : 2!c;
� )d! in qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time if )Î=%¤? , and outputs “No” if)9%*? .

Proof. Define Ú Ô ÿ Ö! as in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let us assume that algorithm MODEL outputs some
model �Cg in Step 2 of the â -th iteration. Then, by extending (1.10) to þJ%QDj��R¥��������âoý�D , we have

�p 2�
!<;
� f,GÜÃ[ikÚ Ô � Ö! lµi�%\)4l��¨�K�¦ 2�

!c;
� fIGÜÃ�ikÚ Ô Y Ö! l©��� �����1�¨�K�p 2�
!c;
� fIGÜÃ[ikÚ Ô » Ö! l�� (1.12)

Thus )*% : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ�ikÚ Ô » Ö! l holds. It follows from the definition of � g that � g is the unique minimal model
in : 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ�ikÚ Ô » Ö! l , and thus the least model of ) . Ý
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Theorem 3.2 Algorithm MODEL+ solves problem MODEL in q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time, i.e., in linear time.

Proof. Algorithm MODEL+ is similar to MODEL. Its correctness comes from the following observation.
By Lemma 3.1, if Þ^9) , then Þ^OÉ½JÄ
Å\ª`ÕF� holds for all �4%ªDj��R¥�������F��G . This implies that if all models� in an 6x! satisfy �H»¡%ÛD for some â , then Þ~»¡%$D must hold. Hence, to compute a model ÞV*) , we
first initialize Þt%+i�B0B3������BZl , and, for each component â satisfying the above argument, update Þ.»�#&%+D and
remove all models � with �`»,%TB from all 6x! until either is� l no new â exists or is�k� l�6^![%\? holds for some� . In case of is� l , the current Þ satisfies Þ1�) ; otherwise, no Þ¨�) exists. This, combined with the fact that
buckets and counters are maintained properly, shows the correctness of MODEL+.

For the time complexity, observe that Step 0 (setting up the data structure) can be done in q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl
time, since each bit of the input can be incorporated into the structures in constant time. The number of
iterations of Steps 1 and 2 is at most N , since the numbers of 1 in � strictly increases at each iteration. Thus
in total, Step 1 and the maintenance of  in Step 2 require q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time, respectively. Furthermore,
the N iterations of Step 2 (other than the maintenance of  ), can be executed in qpisN u 2!<;
� U 6 ! Uyl time. This
is because each component þ of any model � is referred only once, each pointer from as well as to a listé£÷ ä ÿ is immediately removed after the first reference, and each removal of an entry to é�÷ ä ÿ induces only a
constant number of counter maintenance steps. Consequently, the overall running time of H-MODEL+ isq�isN u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl . Ý
Theorem 4.1 Problem CMODEL can be solved using algorithm CMODEL in q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time.

Proof. To establish the correctness of CMODEL, it remains from the discussion at the beginning of this
section to verify Lemma 4.1.
Proof (of Lemma 4.1). We assume that (4.2) holds and Þ@®«f g ik)Hl , and derive a contradiction. Then,
there exists a model Þµ�
x) such that Þ~�
¸*Þ (since Þ�=xf"gjik)4l implies that Þ�% ½=« ¦ Å0È Þ�� holds for some�Vnbf g ik)4l , and hence any model Þ � in � satisfies Þ � ¸*Þ ). Consequently, Þ �  : 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ�i��
! ÿ l must hold
for every component þ such that Þ[�ÿ %ÎD and Þ ÿ %QB . Since (4.2) is true for Þ , holds for all þ with Þ ÿ %QB ,
we then can conclude that there is no such Þ�� ; it follows ÞPPf"gjik)4l , which is a contradiction. This proves
the lemma. ¬

It remains to prove the bound on the time complexity. Step 1 can be done in qpisN u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time by
using algorithm MODEL+ q�isN u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl (Corollary 3.2). In Step 2, for each þ , both constructing � ! ÿ
and updating ÚI! for all � can obviously be done in q�isNhu 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time. Similarly to Step 1, checking
whether : 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ[i��
! ÿ lx=%á? and output of some ���JÎ: 2!c;
� fIGÜÃ�i��
! ÿ l (if it is not empty) can be done
in qpisN�u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time. Thus, the entire Step 2 can be executed in qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time. In total,q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time is required. Ý
Theorem 4.2 Given the characteristic sets f g ik)d!�l of Horn theories )3!1n A�BC� DFE � , ��% D.��������G , and
a model �«¤)L% : 2!c;
� )d! , checking if �\¤f�gjik)4l is possible using algorithm CHECK-CMODEL inq�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time.

Proof. Note that all models � Ô ÿ Ö x� in algorithm CHECK-CMODEL satisfy � Ô ÿ Ö O*� . Thus, by Lemma
4.2, showing

�  ±�²c³�ik) � l (1.13)
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proves the correctness of CHECK-CMODEL. For every Þ\*±�²c³�ik)w�Fl , there is a component þ such thatÞ ÿ % D and � ÿ % B . For such a þ , let Ú,!�#&% A � ª6P!�U�� Ow����� ÿ % DFE , ��% Dj��R¥�������F��G . ThenÞ@°: 2!c;
� f,GÜÃSikÚ(!kl holds. Since : 2!c;
� f,GsÃ�ikÚ(!kl is Horn theory, it has the unique minimal model � Ô ÿ Ö .
However, Þ1¨±p²c³[ik) � l implies Þt%�� Ô ÿ Ö , and hence (1.13) follows.

For the time complexity of CHECK-CMODEL, Step 0 is possible in constant time. The inner for loop
in Step 2 is feasible in qpisN�U u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl time, and the if statement also in q�isN�U u 2!<;
� U 6x!�Uyl by virtue of
Corollary 3.2. Hence, Step 2 is possible in qpisN Y U u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl time. Step 3 can be done q�isN�U u 2!<;
� U 6 ! Uyl
time. Hence, algorithm CHECK-CMODEL runs in qpisN Y U�u 2!c;
� U 6P!�Uyl time. Ý
Proposition 5.1 For every N©O«D , there exist Horn theories ) � and ) Y such that Uyf�g0ik) � l�UW%XUyfIgjik) Y l�UW%\RFN
and Uyf g ik)4l�U0%*R � , where )9%\)��
-¡)3Y .
Proof. (continued) It remains to show that ��%\fhgjik)4l (5.4) holds.

We first show

� % ±�¶F·[ik)Hl(i nTf g ik)4l�l�� (1.14)

It is easy to see that �Ín�) . Assume that there is a model �S¬Í1) such that @n7)��-d)ÇY and þ0��N � þ�1
for some þ��)�� . Then, by þW��N � þ¦¡ and � ¬ �)`� , we have � N � þ¦¡ . However, this is a contradiction
to (5.3). Hence

A�þ0��N � þCEp=nV (1.15)

holds, which implies the maximality of all models in � , i.e., (1.14). For a non-maximal model ��¬^�)�e4� ,
we can verify from (5.3) and (1.15) that

� % Ñ®_¯ Å0È�° ®_¯�± � � ¬ (1.16)

holds; i.e., �¨=�f g ik)4l . This proves our claim (5.4). Ý
Theorem 5.1 Problem ADD-CMODEL is NP-complete, and NP-hardness holds even if G�%*R is fixed.

Proof. (continued) Clearly, all models in fogjik)d!kl are maximal; hence, there exist Horn theories )H! with the
defined characteristic models.

To show that the reduction is appropriate, we will first prove the following containments:

� n ) (1.17) n )�? holds for all � ¬ 1) (1.18)�
� n ±p¶F·[ik)4lIi n�f g ik)4l�l (1.19)�µY n f g ik)4l (1.20)

� n f g ik)4l�� (1.21)

This shows that (5.5), (5.6) and (5.7) in fact give a legal instance of our problem.
(1.17): Consider � ¬ %T� *_CJ, 0 » ä » ä F 2 i ���l , where {"%«â or â is also allowed. By the assumption on ; , every
literal { appears in some clause f£ÿ . Thus � Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ32 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF 2 Ö �f"gFik) � l holds for some þ . This, combined
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with � Ô * C , 0 » ä » 2 Ö . * � Vf g ik)`�èl , implies �[¬\%¤� Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ32 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF 2 Ö ½7� Ô * C , 0 » ä » 2 Ö . * � V)`� . Similarly, we
can show � ¬ �)3Y . Hence (1.17) holds.
(1.18): Since any � ¬ � x)`� satisfies either )�YJn*�� or )�Y�-¡"�H%Q? , and no � ¬ � P)3Y satisfies )�YJn*(Y ,
we have )�Y£-}X%\? for all �µ¬Í�) . Symmetrically, )S�a-}É%\? holds for all �[¬Í�) . Hence (1.18) holds
for all � ¬ �) .
(1.19): Let � ¬ %Î� * C , 0 » ä » 2 i *�
��l . If � ¬ =�±p¶F·[ik)4l , then, by (1.17) and (1.18), some models in A � * C ,� * C , 0 » 2 , � * C , 0 » 2 E are in ) . Since no � ¬ � 9fIgjik)`��l satisfies J��:)�? , we have � * C =^) . Furthermore,� * C , 0GF 2 1)`� for {I%*â or â is possible only if

� *DCJ, 0GF 2 % Ñ� � ÿ Å * �
� Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ�2 Ö . Ô *_CE, 0GF 2 Ö (1.22)

holds. However, this is impossible by the assumption on ; that no literal { in é appears in all clauses f ÿ .
(1.20): For every �o%�� * C , 0 » ä » ä F 2 ��µY , there is exactly one �*%T� * C , 0 » ä » 2 �� such that �¹¸9� . Thus, if �
can be represented as the intersection of models in fhgFik)Hl , then at least one of the models in

A � *DCJ, 0 » ä F 2 ��� *DCQ, 0 » ä F 2 ��� *_CE, 0GF 2 E
is contained in f g ik)4l
e�� . However, we will show below (in the proof of (c) � (b)) that, if such a model
exists in ) , then ; becomes ² by fixing some two atoms in ; , which contradicts the assumption (ii) on ; .
Therefore, (1.20) holds.
(1.21): Immediate from (1.19) and (1.20). ¬

Clearly f"gjik)`��l , f"gFik)5Y�l and � can be constructed in polynomial time from ; . Hence, to complete the
proof, it remains to show that (a) fJgjik)4l[eH��=%*? holds if and only if (b) ; is satisfiable.

It is easy to show that any model Þ with Þ� X� for some �Ï�� is in fIG�Ã�ik��l . Thus, (a) is equivalent
to the existence of a model � ¬ ^) such that � ¬ = b� holds for all �Î9� . As a consequence, (a) is also
equivalent to (c) the existence of a model � ¬ �) satisfying either ât¨ or âv¨ (or both) for all âv�) ? .
To prove the equivalence of (a) and (b), we show the equivalence of conditions (b) and (c).
(c) � (b): By � ¬ �)`� and (1.18), � ¬ can be represented by

� ¬ % Ñ� � ÿ Å * �
� Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ32 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF � 2 Ö �

where each { ÿ Vf ÿ satisfies { ÿ n)�?¦e� . Since at least one of â~� â is contained in  , we can conclude
that ; is satisfiable; a model � such that ;,is�Cl5%¤D can be constructed by fixing �C»J%ÉD if â1g)�?he5 , B ifâv�)�?oed , and B or D arbitrarily if â~� â�=�)+?Je5 .
(b) � (c): For a model � with ;,is�Êl�%QD , let

)�?Je5 % Azâ"U��0»(%QDFE³1A â"U��0»(%*B¥EW�
This means that, for each f ÿ , there is a component { ÿ �f ÿ -�ia)�?he3�l . Furthermore, since

�~¬ % ½ � � ÿ Å * � ½ F � ÅjÒ ��´ Ô * C , ¬ ÖW� Ô * � , 0�� � ÿ�2 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF � 2 Ö i �)`��l% ½ � � < � ÿ Å * � ½ F � ÅjÒ ��´ Ô * C , ¬ ÖZ� Ô * � , 0�� � < � ÿ�2 Ö . Ô * C , 0GF � 2 Ö i �)3Y l
holds, we have a model � ¬ �)`�
-¡)3Y�ik%\)Hl . This completes the proof. Ý
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Theorem 5.4 Let Lai /&l , {Êi /&l be any polynomials. Then, there is no polynomial total time algorithm K for
computing, given the characteristic sets 69!(%Lf g ik)3!�l of Horn theories )5!InLA�BC� DFE � , ��%àDj��Rd�����F��G , a
set of models m nªA�BC� DFE � such that is� l(Uyf"gjik)4l�U¯ É{Êi�U mL-©f"gFik)Hl�Uyl and is�k� l,U mÍUa NL.i�UyfIg0ik)Hl�Uyl , unless]7%T_�] . This holds if G[%\R is fixed.

Proof. We prove this result by an extension to the proof Theorem 5.1 and applying an argument similar as
in the proof of Theorem 5.2.

Recall that we have shown in Theorem 5.1 that problem ADD-CMODEL, in the proof, we have described
the construction of characteristic sets fhgFik)���l , fIgjik)3Y l and a set of models �7n�f�gjik)4l , where )�%\)��F-`)3Y ,
from a restricted CNF formula ; such that �w=%Øfogjik)4l holds if and and only if ; is satisfiable. The
restrictions on ; were: is� l Every literal in é appears in ; , but no literal appears in all clauses; and is�k� l";
does not become a tautology by fixing the truth value of any two atoms �S! and � ÿ .

Without loss of generality, we may replace is� l by the stronger condition is���´l : for each atom � ! , the clause��!�º ��! occurs in ; , and require in addition that is�k�k� l if ; is satisfiable, then it has exponentially many models
in the size U�;IU of ; ; the latter can be easily achieved by adding to ; sufficiently many clauses µ�!jº µ ! , where
the µ0! are fresh atoms.

For a formula ; satisfying is� � l , is�k� l and is�k��� l , it follows from the construction that the characteristic
models �¦�f"gzik)4lÊe¯� correspond 1-1 to the models of ; . Hence, it follows that ; is satisfiable, if and only
if f g ik)4l is exponential in U�;IU , and that ; is unsatisfiable, if and only if ��%\f g ik)4l , which is polynomial inU�;IU .

Suppose then an algorithm K as hypothesized exists, whose running time is bounded by a polynomialPÊi�M���q"l , where M and q are the input and output length, respectively. We use K to solve ADD-CMODEL

in polynomial time as follows. We run K on )I������������)32 for at most PÇi�M���{Ci�L.i�Uy�4Uyl�l�l many steps; this is the
maximum running time if f g ik)4lo%Û� holds. Since Uyf g ik)4l�eI�HU is exponential in Uy�4U if ��=%Ûf g ik)Hl , it
follows that �b%>f�gFik)Hl , if K halts within this time, and that �°=%>fogFik)Hl , if K does not. Consequently,
ADD-CMODEL can be decided in polynomial time, which implies P=NP; the result follows. Ý
Theorem 5.6 Algorithm ALL-MODELS is a polynomial delay algorithm for problem ALL-MODELS,
where the delay is q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl , i.e., number of atoms times input length.

Proof. The correctness of algorithm ALL-MODELS follows from that fact that it is an instance of the
general enumeration scheme described in [12]; we omit the details.

For the time complexity, we note that by Corollary 3.1, MODEL+ finds a model of ) within timeq�isN�u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl . Furthermore, until the first successful call of PART-MODEL and between two successful
calls of PART-MODEL, at most Ntý�D failing calls of PART-MODEL may occur; since Lemma 6.1 implies
that the run time of PART-MODEL is q�isNhu 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl , it follows that the delay between consecutive out-
puts is bounded by qpisN Y u 2!c;
� U 6x!�Uyl . Finally, at most NhýxD failing calls of PART-MODEL may occur until
the algorithm halts, and hence it stops within time q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl after the last output.

Consequently, ALL-MODELS outputs the models in ) with q�isN Y u 2!c;
� U 6 ! Uyl delay. Ý
Theorem 6.3 Given the characteristic sets 69!¯%+f g ik)3!�l`nQA�BC� DFE � of Horn theories )5! , �d%@Dj�������z��G , an
assumption set |¤nQA �
� ��������������E , and an atom { from �
� ������� ����� , deciding whether { has an explanation
from )�%*: 2!c;
� )d! and | is NP-complete.

Proof. (continued) We claim that { has an explanation from ) and | if and only if ; is satisfiable.
Prior to a proof, we first observe the following useful lemma.
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Lemma A.1 A letter { has an explanation from a Horn theory ) and assumptions | , if and only if there
exists a model � in ) such that �VU %�{ and )LU %mb¶i@{ , where b is the set (seen as conjunction) of all
literals � over | such that �¡U %V� .
Proof (of Lemma A.1). The if direction is trivial; for the only-if direction, suppose b¦� is an explanation.
Then, there exists a model � in ) such that �«U %·bJ� Ë { . Let b as described; then, since bJ�"n¸b and¼)Mcb"�SU %T{ , we have ¼)M¹bÎU%*{ , and thus )«U %yb:i�{ . ¬

To prove the only-if direction of the claim, suppose an explanation b exists. We may assume that b has
the form as in Lemma A.1 for some model �©�) � . Then, since component 0 of � has value 1, � must be
the intersection of vectors from A,���äy� . Moreover, this intersection must correspond to the choice of a literal
from each clause, such that no two opposite literals are selected, i.e., ��%Î�.¬ such that +-PAzâ~� â~EP=%>? ,
for all â�º)�? . For, otherwise for some model � Ô » Ö %É� * C , 0 » ä » 2 9) � , we would have that �@%É�4½7� Ô » Ö
would satisfy �ÎU %»b but ��=U %Q{ , which contradicts that b is an explanation. (From � , we obtain a model
of formula ; as in the proof of Theorem 5.1).

For the if-direction, suppose ; is satisfiable. Then, from any model of ; , we construct similar as in
the proof of Theorem 5.1 a model � in )4� which is the intersection of models from A���äy� and has no two
components â~� â set to 0, for any âb¼) ? ; observe that � has value 1 at component 0. Let b be as in
Lemma A.1; then, b is an explanation for { . Indeed, any model ��V) which has value 0 at component
0, i.e., �>U %½`¯{ , must have value 0 at some components â~� â where â��)�? . It follows that �ªU %½`~b , and
hence clearly )ÉU %:bmi¹{ . Thus, by Lemma A.1, b is an explanation of { . This proves the claim and the
result. Ý
Theorem 7.1 Problem MODEL for class u�� � is NP-hard, even if G[%\R .

Proof. (continued) is��l : Let us consider 6T� . By (7.7), we have

6�� % � ¬ � ik)`��l�c� ¬+¾ � ik)`��l��
Since ±�¶F·[ikÚo�èl£%\ÚJ� and )��d%\fIGÜÃ[ikÚJ�èl , we have f g ik)`��l�%\Úo� . Thus, by (7.8) we have �¯¬ � ik)`��l�%\Úo� .

Concerning �a¬+¾ � ik)`��l , let |o%\½�Ä
Åj× � � and |�i]R�l�%\½oÄSÅ0× � ° Ä ± v � for any R with � R��è%QD . Then, since|t zv�� (resp., |�i]R�l` wvd� ) holds for all �¨x)(� with � ÿ %QB (resp., � ÿ %@D ), where þ denotes an index such
that R ÿ %@D , it follows that ±�²´³ Ô ��������� � Ö ik)`�èl3%h| and ±�²c³!v�ik)`��lHnQA_|Ê�¥|#v�E . This implies that also �¯¬�¾ � ik)`�èl
is computable from Úh� in polynomial time. Consequently, 6T� is computable from Úh� in polynomial time.
The set 6 Y can be obtained in a similar manner; this proves is� l .is�k� l : Any model �p�)��
-¡)3Y must satisfy

��ÿ`%QDj� for all þJ%+Dj��R¥�������z��r (1.23)� ÿ %TBC� for all þJ%Tr � P � Dj��r � P � R¥����������r � P � r (1.24)

To prove the only-if-part of is�k��l , assume that some model �9b) � -x) Y exists. Then, �7% ½JÄSÅ0× ¦ � �Ï%
ß Ä
Åj× ¦ � � holds for some nonempty sets Ú � � n>ÚJ� and Ú � Y n>Ú,Y . We show that � %$Azõ�U�� 0�!sä < �µ÷ 2 Ú(�Y E�i n¿��l forms an exact hitting set of � . By (1.23), for each ��%wDj��R¥�������F��r there is an õ such that� 0�!sä < �µ÷ 2 1Ú �Y . This means that � satisfies

U �°-¡� ! U¢O«D (1.25)
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for all � . Furthermore, by (1.24), there are for each � elements â and G such that � *�, 0 < �µ» ä < �µ2 ä < � � � ! 2 �Ú(� � .
which implies â~��Gd=�� . Thus we have

U �°-¡�~!�U¢ «D (1.26)

for all � . By (1.25) and (1.26), we conclude that � is an exact hitting set of � .
For the if-direction, assume that � is an exact hitting set of � . Then define

Ú � � % A � *�, 0 < �µ» Õ ä < �µ2 Õ ä < � T � ! 2 U�AzâW!���Gc! E�%\�~!Çe �1���.%QDj��R¥�������F��r�EÚ �Y % A � 0�!sä < �µ÷ Õ 2 U�AzõÊ! E(%\�~!Ç-c�1���.%QDj��R¥�������F��r�EW�
We can see that ½JÄSÅ0× ¦ � �T% ß Ä
Åj× ¦ � �Íik%��Cl holds and hence �p�)(�0-�)3Y ; this proves is�k� l and the theorem.Ý
B Appendix: Computing a Maximum Model

Theorem B.1 Given sets of characteristic models 69!©n A�BC� DFE � , representing Horn theories )4! , �©%Dj��R¥�������z��G , the problem of finding a maximum model ��7)©ik%°: 2!c;
� ) ! l (i.e., with the maximum �H�¿� ) is
NP-hard, even if G�%*R .

Proof. We shall reduce problem SET-COVER to our problem, where SET-COVER is the following integer
programming problem and is known to be NP-hard [19].

minimize u �ÿ ;
� µ ÿ
subject to |wµvObDµ ÿ �A�BC� DFEW�ÉþJ%QDj��R¥�������F��N¯�

where |\% æ O¢! ÿ ç is an r·ÀtN¦B - D matrix, µh%XiXµÊ� �/µWYF���������/µ0�ÊlÂÁ and DH%+i�Dj� Dj�������j� D�lÂÁ .
Let ) � %bAZDj��R¥�������èN.E , ) Y %bA N � Dj��N � R¥��������N � r�E and )¹%>) � 6) Y , and let | ! %bA�þ,UGO ! ÿ�%QDFE . Given

an instance of SET-COVER, i.e., a matrix | , we construct two sets 6\� ��67YJnbA�BC� DFE � � < of characteristic
models of Horn theories as follows.

6 � % A � * � , 0 ÿ32 U�þo%QDj��R¥�������z��N.E (2.27)67Y % A � *&, 0�� � !sä ÿ Õ 2 U��.%+Dj��R¥�������z��r©��þ !a1|H!�EW� (2.28)

where � ¬ denotes the model such that � ¬! %áD if �pb and B if �¨=b . It is easy to see that 6�� and6 Y are in fact sets of characteristic models of Horn theories ) � and ) Y , respectively, i.e., 6 � %°f"gzik) � l
and 67Y�%Xf g ik)3Y�l hold for some Horn theories )(� and )5Y . This is because no pair of models �����Îx6Í!
satisfies �p �� .

Let us first consider the models in ) � . Since all models � ¬ in 6 � satisfy ¤n7) � , all models � ¬ �) � also
have the same property. For any set ¼Ãy)S� , where Ã denotes the proper inclusion, �S¬P% ½ ÿ Å * � , ¬ � * � , 0 ÿ32
clearly holds, and hence �[¬7�)`� . Furthermore, since � * � =�)�� is clear, we have

)`� % A � ¬ U jÃ7)[�èEW� (2.29)

Next we consider those models � in )`Y which can be written as ��%¿� ¬ for some ÄÃ�)�� . By the
definition of 6 Y , we can see that � * � , ¬ �) Y holds if and only if the µ defined by µjÿ�%�D if þ�º) � e`
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and B otherwise is a feasible solution of the instance of SET-COVER. We call such a )���e� feasible. Thus,)©ik%\)��S-¨)3Y l can be written as

) % A � ¬ U jÃ7)[� �U)[�aed is feasible EW� (2.30)

We can then conclude that � ¬ is a maximum model in ) if and only if the corresponding µ is an optimal
solution of the instance of SET-COVER. Ý
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